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Exercise 
ISLD '99 
The analogy is a@. information you need by to$, practice area or jurisdiction. Ali impeccdy 
Just as our universe of idana t ion  is growing, so organized and iinked to related idormation, where West Group's trusted 
is tlle need to find specific information within it. analysis puts it into context. 
Westlaw" is continudy developing new iec~hnolog): When your destination is legal or business information, turn to Westlaw 
services and products to help yc;cu find that certain star With a v a t  univese of contentto draw upon, trailblazkg technology to 
faster and more esily than you ever thought possible. deliver what, you want, a d  24-hour suppo~? from West Group Reference 
With advances like westlaw.com: which gives you the hi1 power of the Attorneys, you'll spend less time hunting for information. 
Westlaw legal and business research service on the Web.%ether p u k e  at h d  more time putting it to wo& for you. 
the office, home or on the road, converLient access is at yoiir fingertips. To lean more, request a FREE copy of the Westlaw Strategic Re~or'i ai 
Or with other exciting Rew services t h t  k t  you packag~ tile precise 1-800-757-WEST (1-800-757-9378). 
O 1998 West Group 9-94i 4-6/3-98 1839705 1 Bo~crok-W'iitney. Ciark 3oardman Collaghaq - Lawyerr Caoperaiive Fublishirg . Westlcw" West Fubiishing 
The iradenarks shown within are used under iicense. 
1-573-330-6 
It's the corporate librarian's dilemma: Budgets are being cut, yet information needs are increasing. What do they 
Lh. :,.lnic you are, a magiciar!? Well maybe you are. With Northern Light, yoc can increase the numbei. of fuii-text 
sou:ces yau have access to while iowering the cost of your content usage by 70% or more. Dilemma solved. 
Score one f s r  the corporate iibrarian. Contact us a: 800-419-4222 or visit our Web site at www.nisearch.com. 
w;w,~Irzearei-r.r~.m 
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Now the information you're lookin 
is looking for 
introducing insite 2, for Business and Information Professionals 
Suddenly, things are iooking up when it comes to delivers timeiy, relevant inforx2:ion in easy-to-ase 
helping business professionz1s find the answers reports. M i t e  2 for Ehcsiness Professionals is an 
they need. Becsuse with EnSite 2: the answers effective tooi everybody c2n me right now. Which 
come looking for them. its user-friendly frees yo3 to spend more rime on sophisCcated 
ALERTS are inclnded in the budget-friendiy research. And if you subscribe to InEite 2 for 
true flat-fee pricing. In an exciting departure Inforriation Professionais, you'ii have jns: the 
from basic database presentation, we've organized ,,,N . -x...~.~ tool for that. We've put a soiu.tion in yom hands - and 
content around popiar  business issues: coqanies,  the res.: of your c o q a n y  as well. Try out InSite 2 
industries, and people. This so1utions approach today, ca!i 1-800-419-9313 ext. 2330 
The Indexed Web: Engineering Tools for Cataloging, Storing, 
and Delivering Web-based Documents 
Creating a useful search engine for a web site requires human analysis of the 
information-not technological intervention in the form of fiters and agents. Michael 
Wanfito describes how he developed Java-based software that uses controlled 
vocabularies and subject headings to catalog HTML articles on a legal resources web site. 
ft Belongs in the Library 
Making an organization's documents available on the web is quickly becoming the norm. 
Who's handhg this process in your organization? Charles Phelps explains why 
librarians are best suited to set up and maintain an orgarlization's electronic publications. 
Safe Harbors: 
Online Liability Provisions Should Benefit information Professionals 
New laws in the U.S. may provide your organizatiol~ with exemptions from 
liability in copyright infringement cases. John Crosby sheds some light on this 
developing legislation. 
Executive Outlook 
=A Exemtive Director David R. Bender urges you to take part in 
International Special Librarians Day 1999! Exercise Your Resources! 
Making News 
International News 
ST~edish Corpatiocs Vaiue Ir~omatior. 
Professional Development Outlook 
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Exercise 
Your Resources 
il;S Time to Exercjse Your Resources 
The physical fitness craze has been with us for years. We all have experienced a desire to look and 
feel better through hard work, determination, careful consumption of the right foods, and patience. 
With the right attitude and a commitment to achieve a set goal, we can ZH meet with success. Shouldn't 
these sane principles apply to our professional lives, too? 
In the working world, information flows in astonishing patterns, at staggering rates, and from a 
breathtaking variety of sources. We, as information professionals, must take greatcare to capture it 
in a timely manner, control the flow to our colleagues so as not to overwhelm them, and ensure the 
accuracy and usefulness of it for the benefit of the user. It would seem appropriate that we should 
a2ply the priaciples of "information fitness" to the work we produce. In the development of our ca- 
reers, we should also seek to make ourselves as fit as possible for the benefit of our organizations 
and our future. After all, a competent and competitive librarian will not only survive such things as 
downsizing, but will blossom. 
It is for this reason that  yo^ and all other SLA members will celebrate International Speciai Librari- 
ans Day, which occurs on Thursday, April 15, 1999. The theme for this year is "Exercise Your Resourc- 
es," which explains my rantings about information fitness. This wonderfui day will help us to focus 
our collective thoughts and actions on the mastery of managing the infoxmation that drives our respec- 
tive organizations. How do we do this? 
We must define the goals for our future today. This should begin with our own acknowledgment of 
the true information needs of our organizations. Such an affirmation is the first step toward building 
services that actually exceed the needs of our clients andlor colleagues. If you think you've already ac- 
complished this, don't assume it's time to rest! Now is the time to deveiop new strategies and set new 
goals. Ultimately, your vaiue-and that of your services-should become apparent to your organiza- 
tion's leaders. And if you still have to market your competencies to your organization, you should have 
the results to back it up! 
Tile December 1998 issue of Knowle&e Management says that "Once considered merely reference 
librarians, the new breed of [sic] information specialists provide value :o the information they manage 
by mthenticating, synthesizing, and distributing it to employees across the hall, across applications, 
and across the world." Does this sound familiar to you? It should, but xow the whole world is starting 
to see and hear it! 
The January 1999 issue of inc. Magazine suggests "technology and librarians are the yin and 
yang of information management." We are now seeing the words we have preached for years on 
the pages read by leading executives and managers around the globe. The world is waking up to 
our special talents. Are you? Remember that our profession has a long history of success and a 
tradition of innovation. 
This issue of Jrdonnatiofi Outlook features several articles that lend to maximizing our potential for 
the benefit of our organizations and our careers. From developing tools for delivering web-based docu- 
ments to understanding new laws that may save litigation costs for ycmr organization, this issue can 
help you to prepare for ISLE '99. And be sure to check out the Conference Ccuntdown report on side 
trips around the Twin Cities area, Sow is the time to prepare for SLA's 1999 Annual Conference! 
David R. Bender, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 
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Z f J c  !denbe- 
Gels irik ii? inc. 
Check out the cover stany for 
the January I999 issne of h c  
Pd'agazine. Okay, xiaybe y0?1 
don't recognize the wornm grac- 
ing the cover, but she's makiig 
the article, Suedes Carreiio School of Znforxiation Science Electroric Formats." He also 
said, It was a lot of work and was honored a.t the mnud  reviewed the U.S. system for 
time, but we11 worth the effort, meethg of  he Assodation for printing and distribsting tan- 
I hope the pro-iibrarian mes- Library m d  Information Science gibie publications and provid- 
sage of the story will help con- Edscztion (ALISE). The award ing public access to eleitronic 
vince exemtives and business is given ir, recognition f o ~  dedi- federai information. Buckley is 
owners that they need to use cation and excellence ir! teaching an active member of the Cieve- 
their iibrarians more, acd if libray and informtior, sckece. iacd and MicZgan Chapters ss 
they don't have librarians, <ley Smith is a member of the %iois weil as the Jnformatisn Tech- 
yom profession farrtobxs. She's 
Lisa Guedea Carreiio, an SLA 
member employed by Wismnsiq- 
based ifighsmith, Incorporated, a 
library supplier. Inc. 3 Leigh 
Bucharm penned a wmderfid 
piece that highlights Highsndtt-i's 
co~mitment o knowledge T I -  
agement through the best tools 
they have: their iibmy staff, 
headed by Guedea Carrefio. 
When asked about the three 
month process for developing 
Chapter as we8 as the Siomedi- 
cal Q Life Sciences, Idormation 
Techrslogy, and Science Q Tech- 
F.~bgy Divisions. S&~Z was 
presented the awzd at the con- 
ference and a v ~ z d  ceremony in 
Wiiaddphia in Jar;,uwjJ 
&c&y 'rcL~n ,ia~ar:e_se 
teaisiatke Libra;!: 
- 
Francis j. B ~ k k y ,  Jf., SG- 
perifitendent sf documents for 
the Government Printing Office 
k Washington, DC, recermtly I&- 
ited Toikyo, p p m 9  as a featxred 
speaker during a ~~vmposium at 
the Natioml Ciet iihary (h'DL). 
The symposium, held in honor 
of the fiftieth anniversay of tbe 
NEL bramh libraries system, fo- 
cilsed on planning for the dl@- 
zatioc of information by the jap- 
mese government. BncMey's 
presentation was or: the "'Dis- 
semkatior, of U.S. Goverrment 
Infomation in Tangible and 
noiogy Division. 
Z f i - l r ? r p ~  !?;lre$ s o , <  $zgi !Li! i; L :~G:  :+: !'L.L .dZ- , i.''3r~f-: 
ianhrew hittinge, &rod -LLLO~ sf 
lexcing resmrces, Askidge 
Ma,~agemenr,t College, BtYkham- 
sted, England, was awarded the 
%st =nuai Europem E:~sir,ess 
Librarian of the Year Avixd. 
Sponsored by ir?iformation Ac- 
cess Company (now the Gale 
G ~ ~ u p j ,  the award recognizes 
excellence and innovation with- 
in 9-ie profession &ring 1998. 
Etthger ~ 7 %  named thj.s y w ' s  
wimer based on his vision an< 
ir,ncvatioe de~elopir~g t lx 
L e ~ ~ i n g  Resource Center con- 
cept ar,d ixplementatisn. X!e 
a-ward was presenzd a.t OdLm 
Information '98 in London, En- 
$and this past December. Et- 
tiigez is an active member of the 
European Cizapter as WE as the 
Bcshess B Finance and Infor- 
mation 'Fecbnoicgy Divisions, 
need to hire them. we couldn't L;t"'28h**ra"f*5r'-* iaxa iibraries ',o ffie iegaj, 
agree more! community acc! the public at 
i / 
yo'ou read cle article by . . myp , A L w* , -  i .-.. : ! f!?r--~:--+.  : : - large, while advar~cing the pro- 
# _  
visiting the lnc &@g@ne a:- l??aff !sriza$ _I j ~ % t i ~ c ?  fession of Iaw iibrarianshp 
chives on the web a: h ~ p : / /  Vermont Law Librarians re- azd providing ieadership in the 
m.inc.comlincmagazineIar- . cently voted to create an offi- field of legcll infcrmatioc, and 
chiveslGf 99042: . h t d  cia! professional organization , fostering a spirit of cooperation 
$om a casual gathering of - among 5Te ~ e m 3 e r s  of the prc- 
C m : ~ h  i';pi',@lipq 
.,... ,. ",.. .VL. professi~~ais, who met to <is- fession. SLA m e ~ b e r s  hhhber- 
., ; 8 ,. ..- f-izr;ors ~ ? S T  hpic. cuss iaw and library rdated is- %y Gazzo and Rina Stephen- 
Linda Smith, associate dean sues. The mission of the Ver- son are t k  z e y  elected pres- 
and professor at the University . mont Lzw Likariacs organiza- ' ident and president-elect for 
of illinois-Urbana, Graduate tion is to articulate the vaiue of 1998-1999. 
Service to Medicine award. The : School. During his career, Sim- ' Tennessee, Memphis, TN, died 
Medical Center estabIished aG mons was employed with the . on November 12, 1998. Born in 
Ber!gice ?,A, 4etzr;e: : endowment in her honor in . Chicago Sun rimes and the Dai- . Memphis, Verble began work- 
Bernice M. Retzner died 1986. In 1990, Medical Library Ly News. He also lectured at ing at the University of Tennes- 
October 9, 1998, in OmaRha, NE. . Association named her a disth- Southern Connecticut State Uni- see in 1971. As a member of 
She was 89. Hetzner graduated : guished member of the Acade- : versity and was a reference li- : SLA, she held several positions 
with a Bachelor's degree in so- . my of Health Information Pro- brarian at Fairfield University. in the MidSouth Chapter, serv- 
cial sciences and French from . fessionals. She was instrumen- . A longtime active member of . ing as secretary, treasurer, ar- 
Creighton University in 1933. tal in establishing the SLA the association, he served as ' chivist, chapter president, and 
She received her master's de- Omaha Area Chapter. the Illinois Chapter president . nost recently as chair of the 
gree in library science from the and chair of the Placement Poli- . Government Relations Commit- 
~niversity of Denver in 1934 . j 0 ~ € 6 h  M. S i f l m 9 ~ s  cy Committee in 1964. In 1969, tee. Verble also served as bib- 
and a Master's degree in educa- . jo&h M. Simmons, retired : he served as the chair of the liographic editor of the Tennes- 
tion from Colorado State Uni- : director of Information at Tow- : Chapter Relations Committee. see Health Sciences Library As- 
versity in 1935. Hetzner served ers, Perrin, Forrester and Cros- He was also a member of the - sociation Union's list of serials. 
as director of the University of by, New York, hT, died on Octo- . Connecticut Valley and Fairfield Verble was very actively in- 
Kebraska Medial Center Li- . ber 16, 1998, in Bridgeport, CT. County Chapters, Retired Mem- volved in library issues, rallying 
brary from 1948 to 1973. Dur- . Simmons was born and raised - bers Caucus, and the Business - colleagues to speak out to their 
ing her thirty-five year career in Fairfield, CT, where he grad- ' & Finance Division. elected officials and providing 
as a librarian, she helped raise - uated from Roger Ludlowe High round table discussions for 
fimds for the Leon S. McGoc- School. He later served the U.S. . Francis bkrS!? young librarians as a forum for 
gan Library of Medicine, which Army Intelligence Service dur- : Francis Verble, bibliograph- : leadership training. She was 
opened in 1970. Hetzner was ing World War 11. After the war, - ic control librarian at the Health also actively involved in local 
also head of the Midcontinental . he attended Georgetown Uni- Sciences Center, University of and state libraryassociations. 
Regional Li'hay Program from versity's School of Foreign Ser- 
1970 until 1973. In 1974, she vice in Washington, DC, and 
received the Distinguished . Columbia University Graduate 
. Work@ also received trademark 
recognition from the US. Patent 
/,qfg~??2[;(::7 ~ ~ j ~ A x $ ? ,  . and Trademark Office. 
x .  SL_A. i\n.?t!o Receiijp 
- ; rade-!?a& R:c~sgrd to fiead 
Infcmafio.~ Outlook3, the 
monthly magazine of the Spe- 
cid Libraries Association, re- 
ceived Lrademxk recognition by 
the US. Patent & Trademark 
Office and the Canadian Intel- 
lectual Property Office. SLA's 
motto, Putting Knowledge to 
iea@s?$o D~~eiopmrri: 
Linda N. Broussard was se- 
lected to serve as senior director 
for leadership development for 
SLA. She will be responsible for 
the education and cornmunica- 
tion of activities relating to 
SLKs volunteer leadership, ex- 
cluding the Board of Directors. 
Prior to joining SLA, Broussard 
served as director of funding, 
development and training for 
local units of the American So- 
ciety of Civi Engineers. She 
: also served similar roles with 
the Young President's Organiza- 
tion and Meeting Professionals 
International. She may be 
reached by calling 1-202-939- 
3682, or via e-mail at : 
liida@sla.org. 
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SL4. E-$ancej .=_'&-omy $ep,jc- &@e 
- 
the main number, wait for the recording, and then dial the exten- 
with Direct Dj& fax .3n Demand sion. The new system wili decrease the tine it takes for someone to 
SLA recently implemented a customer servke pledge ackmvi- . reach a staff member. Eowever, the main cumber wiii remain in- 
edging a commitmnt to tiie membership, with a goa: of p r ~ v i d ~ g  tact, still requiring d e r s  fo dial tile correct three digit extensio_rls. 
suprior customer service. Signed by each associatioa staff mem- Ail updated phone extensions are in the Where to Bm to Ggide, 
ber, the customer service pledge is published in 5 e  jamary 1999 which a n  be downloaded from the SLX web site. Last year the Fzx 
issue of Infonnatioz Outlook. Within the framework of &e commit- . on Demand system was established to provide members scd noc- 
merat, the new direct dial numbers and Fax on Demand wiil en- members with 24 hour access to associath information seven 
h a m  co~ll~~~unicaticn and customer sewice betweec members 2nd ' days a week by dialing a toll-free mm5er (1-888-411-2856) U.S. 
staff. Administrative services decided to implement easier ways for only. If you are calling irnternationdly cone& SWs concierge Helen 
members and customers to communicai;e with the staff throw& the Ortega vvia $ozone (1-202-294-4700, ext. 660) or e-ma2 
direct dial system. Now members a ~ d  mstomers wZ be able to (heIen@sia.org_g) with Cie document n u 5 e r  you wish tc receive, as 
reach the appropriate staff member directly, without having to did . well 2s a fax number to where i: can be sent. The system allows 
,- 
~ o ~ g i e t e  ,!G ns 
1 Complete list of avaiiable docments 
,?$~iy~~a:$?j4~ 
100 Membership application 
101 Change of address form 
102 Scholarship app!ication 
We Past tiie Cospetition 
Dedication, Determinztion, Perseveraxe 
lRC services 
List of ~anagernent documents c C ~ C ~ ~ G I I  
List of videos in !KC 
Book/journd donations contacts 
Consultation service 
CONSULT &abase 
Contracting out and outsourcing i h x y  senices bibliography 
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gndity assurance and bexhmarkkg in specid Ebrxies biblioga- 
p$ 
Space planfihg and speciai Zbrxies biiAiogaphy 
Starting and. nanzging a specia! library bibliography 
Training organizations 
Value of the information center X~Iiograp>y 
Visiai 1ib:aly bibliography 
504 Chapr  and dhsion cabineWDACOLT infornation 
505 Cor~~mittee/mnfe:ecce p:ogam piznners infor,~,arion 
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507 TentzSve w:;7er zeeting scbe&z!e 
,&,).;>I? ~3 ,$ fi .s ;; .scj 
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906 Dow Jones Leadership award zppiicaticn 
737 S M  wards and kcnors no~,i::.at's~g fcrm 
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?..SIX Ke1eia':io:s media awmis mmina'ling form 709 %A ,A ''
FTC<' ~ a : m - - - ?  - --- 
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710 1/29/98 Special Libraries Associatior, %cognizes Coz~butions 
Made to Frofession (#I) 
7 '1 1/21/98 SLA and LEXIS-NEXS Go the Distance tc 3u2d Strategic 
AAIaxes (X12) 
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113 2/5/95 Da\iis :o Speak to Infcrzation Profession& at SLA 89tb k- 
nua! Conference k icciianapoiis, IN (84) 
714 2/5/98 SLA 89th hzual Corference k Indianaplis, IN "leader- 
, . 
smp, Ferfcr-axe, aceZer,ce: Informaton Professionais in The 
Driver's Se;:" (ii5) 
715 2/9/95 US ?atezt 2nd Tradezark Office Dedares ir,fo:mztior, F~ofes- 
sionak -PudLing Knwiedge to Wod.;@((#6) 
716 2/19/98 Sckol's in Session for Kccu<eige Zxecutives (87) 
callers to request me~bership information, publication order forms, 
bi'lliogaphies, ?rofessional development registration forms, press 
releases, and so fcrth. In order to reach the system, the caller mus': 
have a much tone phone and access to a fax machine. Once the 
caller has ectered the system, they are asked to enter either a one 
(for a list ~f availzble dccuxents) or a two (if they know the three 
digit documem nzmberj. To select a document, enter the number 
followed by the pound key. The cder  can request as many docu- 
ments as ceeded. Finally, enter the fax number including the area * 
code anJ the document will be faxed to the tailer. The complete 
menu of avai';able documents will be available via the §LA web site 
Six easy ways to communicate electronically with SLA: 
www.sla.org for access to information and commerce. 
E-mail: Send us e-mail by using the staff member's first name 
followed by @sIa.org. 
Fax: Send us a fax at 1-202-265- 9317. Fax us your book or- 
der, dues renewal, or registration form at 1-202-234-2442. 
Fax on Demand: Order all sorts of information at no cost; re- 
quest the index to see ail that is avaiiabie. Call us at 1-888- 
41 1-2856. 
SLA Listservs: Many listservs are available to SLA members. In 
fact, each of SLA's units has its own listserv. To learn more, 
contact maurice@sla.org 
Voice Mail: Communicate witb staff directly or use our 24-hour 
SLA on ~~e LZrcrld Wide Web: Visit SLA's home page by going t:, voice mail system and informaticnal boxes. 
2/23/98 Digital Infomatioc Protection Proposal Unsound (68) 
3/5/98 Election of Dkattia, New SLA Board Members to Renew In-  
pcrtance of Advo~cy  for the infxmation Profession (# 9) 
311719E HJN. Wiion Honors "Informating" by SZh Author (#lo) 
4/1/98 %me Named. SLA Director, Fund Develcpment ($11) 
4/1/98 SLA A~nnual Conference Sponsors Announced (ii12) 
4/17/98 SLA Legd E-jisior, Show Incremental Growth Since 1993 
(823) 
5/1/98 Mcre SLA Annud Conference Sponscrs Announced (#lo) 
5/4/93 SLA Asserts Librarians' Professional judgement in Lawsuit 
jWl5) 
5/4/98 SLA Aims to Develop Diversity in Leadership (g15) 
6/3/98 SLA a?'; Weswn Canada Chapter - A Lrid Success (#I 7) 
6/3/98 Librarians fiecognized for Promoting Profession - 1998 ISLD 
Award (H8) 
7110198 SLA Information Outlook Wins APEX '98 ($1 9) 
7ll0/98 Digital Gexe icfluence SCLtdy Wins 1998 Goidspiel Grant 
(829) 
8/7/98 SLA, Dialog Corporation Exgore Int:anets (#21) 
8/10/98 Content Managernent Foms at "SOTA" - Sovenber 5-6, 
1998 [XiZ) 
9/14/98 Qobal 2000 World Wide Conference on Special Librarian- 
ship- October 16-19? 2000 Brighton, England (#23) 
9/28/98 SLA Now Accepting Applications for 1999 Goldspiel Memo- 
rial Researc;?. Fund. (ii24) 
9/28/98 S M s  1999 Aviards and Honors Progran;. Now Accepting 
Yoninasions (#25) 
10/2!:98 F\'s Winser Education Conference and the New ,Wen& 
In j tZOj 
111101'98 SLA Mediterranean Conference Highlights Mmagement in 
Electronic Era (W) 
11135i98 SLA, A% Examine Electronic Resource Licensir~g in Glo- 
bal Dis-mce Learning Event (#28) 
12/l/98 Special LLbra~ans Are Resource Ri! (#29) 
Governpe:?: ?e!atiom 
8 5  Copyi~dlikfo:m2iio;". poiicy statement 
802 TeIecommnicaticns poiicy statement 
803 Icformzkm hfrast-uctme policy statement 
804 Access ta informabn policy statement 
805 Compe5tiveness policy statement 
820 loin h e  hzol~ernaent Relations listsew 
.?ubiicatrons 
900 Pltbiications crder form 
1OOO Pg%imai:im Outlook subscription order form 
1301 l'@-~nn$ti~ri OztIook aathor guidelines 
ieadershic 
I100 5oard meetingidocument deadline information 
I101 1998199 Board of Directors iisting 
1102 1999100 candidates for SLA office 
1103 1998J99 committee chaz listing 
1104 Policies Q procedures listing 
1105 December 1998 calendar of events 
1106 IFLA nomi?.ations for standing ccmmittee aezbers 
1107 January 1999 Calendar of Events 
1108 A99-36-Reauthorization of the Diverse Issues Cawas 
1109 A99-37-2000 Association Rogram Plan 
1 110 ,499-38-Eecember 1998 Trend RepoNFY 1998 Budget Review 
11 11 A99-40-Cpen Session Minutes of the 1998 FaE Board Meeting 
11 12 A99-41-Financial Assumptions for 2000 
11 13 A99-42-IFiA Representation 
11 14 599-10-1998 ProfessionaI Development Focus Groups 
11 15 599-1 1-Membership Focus Groups Inforration 
11 16 399-12-Membership Recruitment and Retention Update 
11 17 B99-13-Southwest Regional Conference 2 Organizationai Progress 
11 18 599-14-2000 Conference Program Committee Statz  Report 
1119 B99-15-Committee on Caacging Report 
Research - Goidspiei 
1401 SLA Research agenda 
1402 Steven I. Goldspiel Memorid Research ftind 
1403 1998 Goidspiel recipient 
1404 Previous Goldspiel projects 
1405 Goidspie! application guidelines 
1406 Goldspiel application form 
Financia! Services 
1305 W-9 (Federal Employer tdei;.tiEwion Nuaber) 
1310 ChapterIDivision mid-year report SL instmctions 
1315 ChapterIDivision year end report Q instructions 
1320 Quicken category list 
1325 Credit references 
1350 DC sales tw exemption 
1351 Florida sales tax exemption 
1352 Indiana sales tax exemption 
1353 Massachusetts sales fax exempticn 
1354 New jersey sales tax exemption 
1355 New York sales tax exemption 
1356 Tennessee sales tax exemption 
1357 Texas sales tax exemption 
1358 Wisconsin sales tax exemption 
1359 New Mexico sales +a exem~tion 
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Concerned about the %&re of special librarians? Wcr- 
ried about Cle roles that information professionals wili 
play? If yoa need reassurance, a recent study by Swedish 
iibrarizn Margareta Nelke should make you feel comfort- 
able. Pabiished by Teknish Litzerazrsidillskapet (The 
Swedish Society for Technicd DoamenQtion, P.0. Eox 
55580 102 04 Stock;ioIm, Swedec, h t tp : l /m~~~. t I s~se )~  
Knovde&e Management in Swedish Co~porafions: 1%. 
Value sf Infomation md Pnzomatign Sewices dewis 
how import-nt information zanageement is in the corpo- 
rate world. 
Nelke's objedives in conducting the study were to 'Lry 
to quactiQ the value of information and lock into the 
management of informa";on, to show the roie of the cor- 
porate iibrzry ir: ;he informtion mamgement process, 
and to classify what vJiU be impofit-nt in the f m r e  for 
knowledge manageme& As part of her job as manager 
of the Research kteUigence Libray at Tetra fak  Research 
Q Development AB, Lund, Sweden, Neike surveyed nine 
cor;~orations, five of which had an established corporare 
librargr. The corporations covered a wide range of indcs- 
tries, inchding medical, food, chemicals, tobacco, energy, 
and automotive. 
h'elke's guestionnzire went to 23Qeopie in mzket- 
Ing and research and development departments within 
the nine companies. WXT a respectable response rate of 
45 percent, she was able to quantify the vake of external 
information within a range of 20,000 to 120,COC Swedish 
honer ($2,500 to $15,303) per xsed document. 
Significantly, ezd-~ser  esearchers identified two mi- 
jor areas in which tke use of information generztes direct 
revenues. New product ideas develop and new markets 
open up. More specifically, Neike's respondents told her 
that information is vaiua51e when it provides t2e answers 
that would othenvise be gatlled tl;,rougk extensive experi- 
menation, when it prevents patent infringement, and 
when it facilitates investigations into ',;re business en+ 
ronment. markets, competitors, and customers. Most SLA 
members kraw this instinctively, but n'elke puts the 
numbers to our intuition. 
Ndke found the time devoted to handling and 
assimiiating informatior, to be quite high. Tize reading 
time cost fa: exceeds the handling cost for a3 document 
types, with the exception of eiectronic documents. Her 
figures include an werage reading cost of 500 Swedish 
kroner ($52.50) for a jourml article and 5,000 kroner 
($625) for a book. 
FoEcw-'~a ktexiews to the questionnaire reireded a 
strong interest in desktop delivery of informatim. Inter- 
viewees: kowever, wanted 59s hformation to be sdective 
and rejevant in order to decrease :he amomt of infcrxa- 
",ion they received and cct dawn on pqer  storage. Encour- 
agingly, i;imost every person Ne%e cor%cted a2rmed the 
impcF~nce of having a formal corporate lh.ry,  Advan~ig- 
es include money saved by not dqlicating work by mak- 
ing datz av&able in a stra;&~red, retrievable manner? anZ 
by offerkg heip in accessing rehwit  i&mnation. 
Ele srr5~a;l of Intmets has made feasi'cYe the V i a i  
library. GraduaEy, Swedish libraries czn minimize their 
purchasing, circ~lating, and coilection maintenance accv- 
ities. In Neike's view, :be vi&ial corporate liSrary must be 
proactively engaged in Ck information strategies and 
structures of the companies with which fkpey are &Gat- 
ed. The fubre tasks of the corporate iibrary inciude en- 
gaging in the development and use of corporate intranets, 
zcting as consultants Lq developiqg ksiness intelligence 
systems, and fallowing Cqe progress of automated tools 
for the rezievai and han&ing of informatioc. Working 
cooperatively with the corporate IT deparrment to achieve 
goals is hportant as weil. 
WeIke conciudes Sy saying, ""Iam strongiy cowinced 
thzt one of the most important zslss 2. corporate library 
G.E u~dertake to motivzte its exstence in the %kre is to 
make selected, relevmt, 2nd reliable informztian and in- 
formation scurces wailable at 53e desktops as well as 
making g o d  tools availsMe and train the dients in a skg  
them. The p2tk ahead is nzrow, winding, and Clorny, 
b ~ t  C?e rewad will be that ffie iiSrdary at last car? piay the 
strategic role it aims to piay in the compa~y." 
Althongll the sbdy was limited " ~ ( 4  Sweden, it provides 
exceEent benchmarking examples for spedal libraries 
worldwide. 8 
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levels tan achieve faster, easier and more flexible 
access to a world class resource in women's 
studies. Search, access and evduate women's 
issues through first hand accounts in the mast s i r  
nificant periodical dotabase of its knd. 
Suffrage and anti-suffrage writing, dom 
The full text of every periodical has been keyed, 
allowing specific word, phrase, name or date 
searchobiiity. Special search fields provide 
more targeted document retrieval options. 
Easily accessible digital facsimiles can be down- 
ioaded and printed as required. Eoth IP address 
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The cllanges and challenges of the information em!- 
ronment & for ongoing assessment of skills, career 
goals, and direction by today's information professional. 
As detailed in Competencies@r Special Librarians of the 
21st Century, extensive knowledge, ski% and a t thdes  
are needed for infoxation professionals to thrive in their 
careers, Mentoring is a tool for evaluatir:g your current 
competencies, identieying compeancy gaps, and develop- 
ing strategies to acquire new and re~cired competencies. 
What is a menrcc? 
The word "mentor" origiiates from t-ize book fie Od- 
yssq, The ochafacter Odysseus had a close friend named 
Mentor who cared for his son for ten years whine he trav- 
eied. Mentor embodied male and female qualities s x h  as 
k i n g  nuartiring, supportive, protective, as well as aggres- 
sive and risk taking. Mentor acted in the role of parent, 
teacher, friend, gxide, and protector to Qdyssez.s9s son,' 
Fj@callyY 2 mentoring relationship is developed between 
someone who is new to the profession and a more expe- 
rienced person in the field. However, nentoring reiation- 
ships can involve someone who has been in tke field for 
awhile but is changing career paths, or someme who is 
just looking for guidance and support. 
p/o$d i make z82 eff&ve !?e?to;7 
Since the mentee has chosen to find a meater, this 
person is most likely looking for a roie model, a leader to 
look up to who has what helshe wants. As a mentor, you 
can convey your aspirations a d  goals and share wig? the 
mentee Cie knowledge, sk i s ,  and aai%des {cornpeten- 
cies) necessary to get where yon are. In ~ J X ,  you can as- 
sist the mentee in assessing hisher strengths and weak- 
nesses and determine whick competencies need to be de- 
veloped. It is important to have good commtmication 
skills, especially the ability to be active iistener and to 
provide feedSaLi i? an effective manner. 
Wha: y p e  of co .~n i tmept  is 
FormoreinSomation, i?voived with serving as a n e n m 7  
contact This really de~ends. Though you must be wiIiing to 
Valerie Tqlor invest some time and energy, how much is up to you, it is 
t~ahie@s/a.orgj. essentiai that you are up front with your meatee as to 
what your expectations are from the rdationship inciud- 
ir;g how much conkct yox wiil have and how you wjII be 
ir, touch tvi57 one another. A mentoring reIa5onship cer- 
tainly does not have to be an aE encompassing oce. May- 
be it means just * k i n g  on the phone once a no&. 
. . i ay: ipte-ested j beinc ~ , e ; [ ~ r e ~ - - f i y ~ ~ j  
d 
. . j knew i f  i we"j6 Ee 3 cccd ;~e;?tfe? 
d 
Ywr most important attribute is your desire to 
grow. just the fact that you want someone 21 assist you 
with assessing your competexies shows you have po- 
tential as a. mentee. Being open to feedback and advice 
is also necessary. 
&:fid;:qc sovv dc i 93 abc": - ; { :  ;,,,,; .Q  2 ;T:e;-:or( 
d 
There are a varieq of ways to find a mentor. One ex- 
cellent resource is your c3apter or division. Many  of 
5 k m  a k a +  have mentorship programs in place. SLA 
recently Iyistributed a mentorship handbook to t3e chap- 
ter and dix~ision leadership to help them estabiisk mes- 
torship progams. Another resource is your professional 
network. Let people know that you are looking for a 
mentor. Scmeone in your network may h o w  of an ex- 
cellent match for you. 
personal contact of an in-person relationship, xentoring 
can be dore through telephone contact and via e-mail. 
This is especially consvenie~t for mea5ers who are look- 
ing for mentor wkh a specific subject spxialty but dis- 
cover that someone meeticg this criteria lives outside of 
hisiher m a .  
If you are interested in helping your chapter or divi- 
sion estaXish a mentorship prog~am, be sure to go to o u  
web site VWV-vv.sb.org tc read fie ?dentorsh@ HandJwk: 
A Guide for §LA Chapters and Di-~isions to Estczb6is.h 
Mento~skip $ r o g m  or d the Professiond Eevelopment 
department at 1-202-939-3627 for your  copy^ 
Vlornen, Mentors9 and Success. Joan jemchim and a t  
Shapiro. M w  York: jawcett Cokmbine, 1392. 8 
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You can browse through our virtual shelves firom anywhere 
around the world at any time. With the click ofamouse, search 
our extensive catalog of resources geared specifically for the 
information professional. 
It's your source for the most comprehensive 
and up -to-cia te publication information. 
The Virtual Bookstore is updated regularly and includes the 
most recent information on publication dates and prices. Each 
book entry includes a full length description, table of contents, 
and book reviews (when available). 
It's safir to use your credit card here than it is 
to give it to a waiter at a restaurant. 
The Virtual Bookstore utilizes the latest Internet technology 
(Secure Socket Layer) t o  encrypt your account so you may rest 
assured that all credit card transactions are private and secure. 
It's resources at yourfingertips. Come and see for yourselfi 
Link to  "Publications" at www.sla.org 
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The noney in your waIiet ... the chmge in you: creation of %e debitlcredit card? Sever& E~aropean coun- 
pocket ... they are ali on the verge of becoming obsolete- 'Lries are using sm&? cards on a reg& basis. Companies 
relics of a past where a person had 'lo acP~diy hold tan@- strch as Quicken anci CheckFree t k t  allow you to p y  
bIe currenq that eequaied a specisc valae set by a govern- bigs 2r.d conduct other trznsactiocs electronicdly are be- 
rnect. The jar of coins you coiv have in your home will coming increasingly avaZabIe. ! codd go on and on. 
become a coZectcr's item or a cowersation piece; mv.ch The Internet is pusizing this needldezand for eiec- 
like stone beads or gold doubloocs are now. tronic p~yn~ents.  The desire is to havz %e safe, secure, 
Some outrageous statennents? Perhaps. impossible and anonyxas  abZity to x a k  purchases ordine or in a 
you say? Perqaps not. real store as if you were using hard currexy. Some f a -  
tors to consider: credit cards leaw 
Smart cards and eiectrocic a s h  are the 3mre  whether 
we are ready for it or not. Some proof? Haw aboxt the in- 
creasing use of credit cards for prcfiasing goods and ser- 
vices, Lie increasing avaJzbiIity and xse of locg-distance 
phone cards that hold a specific value jmocey and time), 
the iccreasing use of s&dent I B  on campuses for gur- 
chasing everything from books to lunch to beer, and the 
z paps  2aii for marketers to fol- 
icw ins; to nectioc the Interest 
rates), cmency can be stokn and 
ased 3y anyone, zcd paper 
checks are ineX":cent. 
My persons experience with 
this pheriomenon was at the At- 
Ianta Giwpacs when MasterCard 
was testing a smart asash card. it 
was very conT~enient, Eveq re- 
taiier participating in the test b.6 
a s m d  reader+ simiiar to a credit 
card scanner, throug3 whrch y31~ 
ran yon: smaz w d .  It wouid 
show y w r  total and how m ~ c h  
the item cost. ?'ox wsuid C~er, 
agree or disagree to pachase the 
item and ',ize remaining balmce 
wortid be shown. Easy 
Xow can you be prepzeci fc: 
&is papegess f-&re? P~s:, % 
wise 3 Bnd $2: abmt t3e systems 
a116 options f ~ a t  wiil be zvaCabie. 
S ~ z r t  C;;r,$x 
The zajor players currentiy are Visa, MasterCard 
$vo&cg ?cigether tc  set t k  standards), BuE, IBM, m d  
Schiuxberger. 
4 schlmberger (h&tp:iim~~slb.con%~smi~rtcards~~ 
sffers a whole set of options and features within 
s'a?3fkm!, p z p !  16 
Application materials for the 1999 Steven L Goldspiel 
Memorial Research Grant, a grant of approximately $20,000, 
are NOW AVAILABLE! Applications are evaluated based on the 
purpose and objectives of the proposed project, the significance of the 
topic to the profession, the project's methodology, qualifications of staff, 
and the appropriateness of the project's budget and timetable. According 
to SlA's Research Agenda, the following topics are of particular interest: 
Futures; Current/User Issues; Measures of Productivity and Value; 
Client/User Satisfaction Measures; Staffing. 
The postmark deadline for submission of proposals is 
february 28, 1999. International applications accepted. 
For further information, utilizeS LA's Fax on Demand Service ( 1-888-411-
2856, items # 1401-1406) or website (www.sla.org/research/ 
index.html), or contact Director, Research Ruth M. Arnold, Ph.D. at: 
1-516-679-3746; fax: 1-202-265-9317; e-mail: ruth@sla.org. 
www. inftHmal"i!J noutlo ok.c om 
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their "Smart Village" concept of smart card use. They provide 
an abundance of inforxation on smart cards and the variecy of 
areas that cosd be infiuenced by sma? a r d  development k- 
cluding payphones, parking, bankhg, acd eiectronic purses. 
Bull (http://\%r~rw~cp$.buU.net/9, a company based in Paris, 
France, is leading the development of smart card systems 
t h r ~ u ~ o u ~  Europe and the worid. They foc:~s prinarily on their 
prodxts and se+:ces with oniy a s m d  amount of information 
on what a smart card is and on standardization developments. 
IBM (http://m.chipcard.ibm.com/j is one of several corn- * 
panies linking m a r t  cards to the Java progranming language. 
They provide a selection of brochures on smart card usage and 
development. inchding a Smart Card Redbook available kg-text 
online. An abundance of other information is available as well, 
Of partiudar interest is a section on current smaz card uses. 
Visa (http:/lm.visa.com/c@-bin/veeIrat~chip/mainnhtml 
?2+8) provides answers to several standard questions regard- 
ing smart cards. The site also provides information on VISA 
Cash, a stored value card system. 
Mastercard (finp:llw~..m;nstercard.com~sma~ca~d/ and its 
electronic ca& subsidiary Mondex ~http://vvwr~l.mondex.c~m/) 6 
provide a plethora of idomation on their pro&dcts. AC extecsive 
FAQ list, a newswke section, and a ai1t'&edia tour of a smart 
czd  in action zle just saxe of the resources available here. 
d o n g  with this concept of the smart axd ?or transactions is aiso 
(now Compaq) product for micropaymecis over the internet. It 
is currendy in beta testing, so this s2e a k w s  a visitor to dovm- 
load the w a k t  an6 obtair, $IO.GO of free 'scrip' to test the new 
system. %ke the &&re for a test drive by vjsiting a variety of 
vendors imlved in the test. 
:&sre info 
If the above sites on electronic comxerce, electronic cash, arid 
smart czrds has piqued your interest, 'l;zer, there zre severa? \vorth- 
while sites to visit fo: more information. 
eize burgeoning field of electronic cash. The impact on the Internet 
could be great if these systems succeed. most interesting con- 6 
cept being discussed is the concept of micropyments where your 
browser or computer is loaded with a certak amouct of eiecmnx 
cash. As you surf the Net, sites that reqbzire payxent wiil autonati- 
d y  deduct the amount from your electronic cash purse. The pay- 
ments would be incredibly small-perhaps a few pennies or iess. 
This creates a situation where the user does not perceive 2 signifi- e 
cant cost, but ?I:le web site owner sees a significant inflow of money 
from the goss  number of visitors. Would you be wiiii,.lg to pay a 
few pennies per page to view certtin sites? Many compa~ies are 
banking on it. 
Eie~trgnic Cash 
In addition to Mondex (mentioned above) there are sever& 
players in tile electronic cash industry. 
0 Cybercash (http://www.cybercash.cornlj offers an a r z y  of 
payment options including CyberCoin, SET, credit card, and oth- 
Leo Van Hove has compiled jwi& a I i e  heip from friends) a 
massive bibliography of e-wallet and e-ash sources in print 
. . 
anr; electronic format. This bib1iograp;'ly has been g o w i ~ g  
since :;me 1996. T5e URL is h~p:ilcfec.v~b.ac.be/cfeci 
purseshtm. Internal iiniis are available to resonrces on spec& 
'purses' and to countrj-specific ir,fc:mation. 
Akac@dabra (h~p:J~ww.net1'~~k.co~xk/usersiabracad/emo~,ey. 
Rtd; is a LX-based site that prprovides a quick oveniiew to e- 
m n e y  and a selectioc of relevant links, 5;1x most useful part of 
this site are the seiections of iinks on tk.e topics of Skeptics, T-ci 
Dodging, and Key Essays and krcies.  
The National Tec3'1nologicd Universi$ of Singapore (http:/i 
~'~irw.ntu.edu.sg/librarry/advr'Lise~i^ lbm 5as compiled another 
massive list of web-based resources. The foins of Cie list is 
nxch broader and eccompasses advertising, xarketing, and 
elecWmic commerce as a ~vhole. Numerm.s ihks to vendors 
and %&text articles are provided within this list. 
CNET ccnducted a. comparison of t3.e avaiiable e-cash options 
back in 1996. This article (http:/Pmw.cnet.co~~:/Con:ec:/Re- 
vie~vs/Compare/Ecash/index.ht~i) s stis avzilabk and cae 
provide a solid foundation for research into this developing 
area. I%ms that are especially z & z I  are the "'ifow E-cash 
'Vvorkks" aid 'Tu t~ re  Watch." 
The magazine Wired dso foczrsed on e-cash in mid-1996 in 
there article T h e  Buck Starts Here: Wiii Nanobucks be 5?e Kext 
Big Thing, or are We jnsil MKirig Pocket Change?" (hp:/! 
~ m . w k e d . c o ~ ; i i r e d / z r c h i v e i 4 . 3  This is a 
v e y  interesting acd perhaps soberkg article explaining there are 
spa 1 3 2 ~ ~ 7  bugs 3 5e worked out if 5 % ~  corsept of micropay- 
ments is to succeed. VILYde it is a bit dated, it provides a gooZ 
foundation for where this Lxfustry has deveioped from in the 
past. Severai related articles are &so available with Wirzd's usuai 
q n i d  focus on f le reaiity tyeyond Cie hype. 
Electronic payments and electronic casil are the h t x e .  Corpora- 
ers. EspeciaIly usefctl is the Micropayxents 101 for a simple tions with visions cf big money and consznt, ir;visMe charges fo: 
explanation of wha.t m i ~ r o p a ~ e n t s  actuay are. evenything on the web wiil see to it that the seaxi$ and stabiky 
Digicash (http://www.digicas92.c0m/] has the e-cash prodtidl issues are overcome. Electronic payment schemes snch as these c8n 
being used in Earope and kw"lral,l;a. abundance of informa- be used in zany iillrary functions: acquisitions, serids payments, 
tion is available for users and mercha~ts as wdi as on the issu- overdue fines, mternai corporate biliing, just to came a few. It 
ers of the e-cash currency. would be best for spead zIirarians t~ research this f a m e  now so 
Millicent (http://m.milliceneedi@tai1com/) is the Digital we can make informed Cedsions later 8 
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y associate GeraId Edgar and I have spent cozntless hours downing innumerable 
Seattle espressos during ienghy discussions over the issues of Kzorpiledge 
Management, Meta Data Insertioc Tools, and the use of Controlled Vmb'c!xies 
in the zssigna'lion of human intelligence to we5 resources. 
Since the spring of 1996, we had been looking for a sma2-scale, snbject specific 
venue to apply our ideas abollt Java-based, rnedi~~m-neutral, acd p'iatforn-iridependent 
tools and methodologies to the organization sf inf~rmation Ir, the web ecviroment. We 
sougiit to provide a mezns of assigning subjective h m a n  iztexigence to that organkztion, 
and a vehicle to store and disseminate suc5 infmnation in com$kme with emerging data 
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definition and exchange standards such as XML (extensible Marl- 
up Language) and RDF (Resource Definition Format). 
In June 3f 1997,  he Law Library Resource Xchange (LLRX) 
approached tis with a request to install a keyword search engine 
an their web site (mi,Urx,com). We could easily provide such a 
service (and did in fact). We also spoke about the viability of 
creating tools that would enable the use of controlled vocabular- 
ies when subject indexing their web resources, and cataloging 
software and search interfaces. These tools would allow users lo 
browse subject headings and authors while searching for rele- 
vant documents. 
This article describes the development of Java-based softwxe to 
use co~ltroIied vccabularies and subject headings in the catzloging 
of web-based articles on a subject-specific legal resources web site. 
The gods of tkat project, the tools that came out of it, and the next 
steps in t3e development process are described here. 
The Internet is not self-organizing; Internet users are. 
Sorutions to the problems of organizing, storing, and dissemi- 
nating Intexet resources include subjective human analysis of 
information, not merely objective technological intervention in 
the form of filters m d  agents. 
Librarians will re-assert t!!eir role in engineering the tools and 
methodologies enabling the organization and dissemination of 
infarmation in this Lqternet-enabled world. 
Solutions based on principIes rather than transient technolop'es 
succeed. 
The Law Library Resocrce Xchange is an Internet resource for 
the legal and law library community. LLRX was founded by two law 
libraria~ns~ Sabrina F'acifici (Washington, DC) and Cindy Chick (Los 
Angeles, CA). It is a valuable compendium of articles and columns 
contributed by authors from the legal information community, It is 
updated twice monthly and includes a library of published arricizs 
and co1.umns. The success of LLRX and the growth of that library of 
articles promgted the need for organization beyond web navigation 
aad sorne sort of search capability. 
Facifici approached us in June 1997 to consider installing and 
configuring a keyword search for the LLRX web site. LLRX origi- 
nally asked fcr a simpie relevance ranking search tool. While we 
might easily instali and configure a keyword search engine, this 
didn't scucd particularly interesting. However, it did sound like 
an opportcnity for a practical application of some of the first 
principles noted above, namely, the use of human intelligence in 
the analysis and organization of web resources using contrclled 
vocabularies and subject- headings and creating a searchable cat- 
alog of the snbseqaent records. It also presented an opportunity 
to test Java as the programming language of choice in the devel- 
opment of unified interactive software. We offered to go beyond 
her request and create the tools to subject index and catalog tar- 
geted resonrces, with the down stream goal of creating an orga- 
nizational, storage, and dissemination environment. The small 
scale cf the site (200+ articles), as well as the subject specificity 
FIGURE 1 
afforded a good test bed for our ideas. LLRX agreed to our pro- 
posal, so we began in earnest to outline the goals, methods, and 
: structure of the project. 
We sought to Cemonstrate the use and viability of the Java pro- 
gramming language in the development of portable, medium-neu- 
tral, and platform-independent software applications that afford a 
great deal of user input and interactivity. We wanted to engineer a 
unified set of tools, with the needs of informatior, managers and li- 
: brarians in mind, that can be used across platforms and ar- , not re- 
liant on vendors. Looking to the future: we wanted to build a foun- 
dation from which to design and implement tools to insert meta 
data into web-based documents and provide for user subject sub- 
scription to relevant articles, based on embedded meta data and 
: user profiles. 
In outlining the project we documented specific development 
goals: 
Cataloging Tool 
User Search Tool 
Controlled Vocabulary Management Tool 
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10 Internet iesotirces aie wieiued: Meick 
Pdanilai, Reverse Telephone Direciory, Muricipal 
Codes On!ine, Biog;aphicai Dittior?ag, Acronyms, 
Cabndars, Reai Estate Financing. insurance 
Company Aatings, Keky Bius Bock. 
Internet ;esources--criticlsrn and eva ldon 
Online research [:rietnei] 
Record Editing Tool 
Subject Subscription 
Meta Data Insertion Tool 
Cataloging Tool. me most irrmedizte gad was to demonstrate 
the use of Subject Meadings drawn from a simple controlled vocab- 
ulary in the use of catalogi~~g web resources aliowing the subject 
specialist to subject index and catalog articles, capturing biblio- 
graphic data and saving 'lqese to a text 51e. 
Search Tool. Tke user search is the public face sf the whole 
project. We wanted the interface t3 allow both subject and author 
search and provide 'lqe user tFie option of jumpiag rigk to Cle arti- 
cle or viewing a catalog record (since removed). 
Controlled Vocabulary Management Tool. The core of the 
project is the ab!liQ to define, edit, and store a controlled vocabu- 
hry that nay  be used as s~bject  headings. These izeadings must be 
accessibie to the cataloger via the ca+kIoging tcol. 
&cord Editing 'Fool. Cazloged records xus t  be eCi"t5Ie in the 
event of update or discovery of errors, 
Subject Subscription Sewice. We wanted to iay iY~e -CDundatian 
for a subject subscription service in which users could ""sbsaibe" 
to selected s:i~jects and receive e-naii not@catior,s of new records. 
Meta Data Insertion Tool. In addition, we war,ted to h i i d  to- 
ward emerging data definition standards such as XAL (extensible 
Markup Lacguagej and RDF (Resource Definition Format), f~cxs-  
ing QE developing a Meta Dzta Insertion Too1 whichwill modify- 
existing web documents, iaser",ing Meta Data into existing dam- 
ments themselves. 
e outlined 'lie speciE>ation of the 
3r01ec+ . , L L L . ~ ~  T J .  cataloging needs, hardware and s o h a r e  require- 
ments, programming languages, and data sZuc3xes (Figure d) .  
LLRX does not have root control of t3e Internet-connected com- 
y t e r  the web site lives on and there is no reiationd database avail- 
able to the clients of that xachine. As a result, we were unable to 
construct a mite of toois that are driver, by a rdationai &&base. 
Neverthdess, the relatively smzU size of the datzset enabled us to 
deveiap a simple tex: file as database. 
aged in s web browser 
on t3e coqa te r  screen. 
s ~a+Aoging tool xust  z k e  up as little screen "red estate" as 
possible. 
rctind inrestigatior; 
:cund investigation--:ss=aicjz terhnques 
ss Week Ociine :Pubiica:ionj 
[messape boxj I  
ts descr~aton ir: another frame 3 
A Qew Opp;a~sai of the Vrew of CD-ROM as a Bridge Technology [httpfiww 
C o m a r w n  sf 5EC F h i  Sources l h t t ~  i fwww llrx comkfeaiuresfssc htvl 
Fact.Firrdino or. tire Web: 10 More Reference Sources to Bookmark! !htp:+'f 1 
~ac~- i i r rdmo sr; tire Web. A Laok a: Some Powerful Reference Tools [http:fz 1 - 
Finding and invest~gat:ng Expert ihfanesses [http.//www.llrx cmfcolumnsliir 
Findna Inlormhcm on the Federal Communicat~ons Commasicn Web S~te [qt I 
- 
In Search of 'Goad'' I-aw 0.; Lhe 'Net {http f lwww llrx comlcolumnsff 
Is an Jrtrme; :rtk'our Future9 Fart 1 (http j fwww llrx com/feat.xesl~nt 
Is an Inirme: m'our Future' Fart II Plann~ns Your Law Firm or iegal 
Edrt w~ll fil the maln form 
Record Editing Tool (Cataloger use only) 
Search Tool (Public use) 
Cataloging. The various components and modules are tied to the 
Cataloging Tool (Figure 2). This software tool provides the ability to 
enter the bibliographic data noted dove. It is also the control from 
which the Vocabulary Control and Records Editing tools are accessible. 
As a result it was important to create point and click access to both the 
Authorized Subject Headings and the Record Editing tools on the Cata- 
loging Tool. There are two buttons on this tool, "Show Catalog," and 
"Wew Subject" that enable the cataloger access to these modules. 
: From these modules, new subject headings can be entered, saved, and 
Ability to enter the URL and other data describing the resoarce. . made available and existing records can be selected, edited, and saved. 
Ability ta select subject headings from ac authorized list. Mer  entry of the bibliographic data is made to the cataloger's satisfac- 
A U t y  tc save new records. : ticn, the record is saved by clicking the "Save EntIy" button, The data 
A'dity to update vocabulary list with new subjects. is then cleared and a blank form is presented to the cataloger. If it is 
Ak:ility to view catdog and select a record for editing. necesswy to view the record, the catdoger may click on Show Catalog 
to see a listing of records which may be sorted by title or URL. 
Vocabulary Control. Cataiogers require access to the Autho- 
e subjects and authors. rized Subject Headings as they catalog the articles. They need to be 
Users need the ability to select subjects or authors and view a able to add Subject Headings to the Controlled Vocabulary from the 
list of titles attributed to these. 
They must be able to jump to an article based on the titles dis- 
pl;,yed. : FIGURE 5 
* They xust  have the option of viewing the catalog record if de- 
sired (since removed). 
Programming Languages. The software tools are written in t3e 
Java programming ianguage. The degree of interactivity and user 
input are well served by Java. Per1 5.0 is used to extract data f r m  
the catalog text fde during user searches. 
Data Stmcture: The project schema required hvc text files: 
Catalog Records File 
* A~thor i ed  Subject Headings File 
Catalog Records File: Generated by entries made using the Cat- 
do&ng 7001. It includes the biiiliographic data collected by the cata- 
loger, noted in following records fields: 
Authorized Subject Headings File: It is a simple text file and is 
accessible from the Cataloging Tool by clicking on the "New Sub- 
ject" bi ton.  
S o h a r e  Required: The suite of Java-based software tools Ie- 
quired includes f3ur modules: 
Catdog too1 (Cataloger use only) 
* Vocabulary Editing Tool (Cataloger use on&) 
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Daa into the actmi HTML dwdment (e.g.: UXL, Author and Sub- 
jeds, and Data m e ) .  If a record is edileC later these modifications 
wiE also update the exbedded Me& Data {Figure 6). 
Maintenance Robots. Software robots are necessary to upd& 
embedded Meta Data in the event of global aodification of the Con- 
trailed Vocabulary. Tnee are several modules and objects in t5e ar- 
chitec3m that are not s t a k  These inchde the Conmiled Vocabu- 
lary, Caa'log Records, z ~ d  Meta Data in documents. The Mainte- 
nance Robot sof*are wgl the s&as of each ,$these. Error 
ta nams="DC.dateV crtntmt="Decemte: 37, f98"> control will dert the administrator by e-ma1 of errors. ta name-"DC.sourcz" -ontent=""> 
ta ~arne=~~C,iangclaqs" conient=":;z Subject SubscBipti~~~. Users MriE have access to a Subject Eead- 
ta name="DC.rlghts" sontent=:"') 
ta name="DC.tjpe" content-"!nfornaticnwz ings '90;. From this module they wiil be able to select subjects that 
are of interest and subscribe to these. Users wig be notified by e- 
: mail wZ? embedded U'ils of new recorCis cataloged using the Su5- 
ally e~visioned f ~ r  use ir, an InZaaet eE- 
&+dog Tooi. Catalogers access the PSe from 5ie catalog tool by ' vironment using relationai database schema, rather than a publ i~y 
clicking the New Subject button (Figure 2). The cataloger may accessible web site and text files. Some cf the issues that have aris- 
m e  directly into Lqe interactive jam interface, or a t  and pzste . en include: 
from another list. The updated file is saved by clicking on the Send , FirrwaIi$ and accessibilip. Jzva ( a d  other) components are not 
List to Sewer button (Figure 3). The new headings are availabie allowed at some corporate sites. 
in the catalog tool at t%s time. BKWW sopqare. Lack of control oirer what version of what 
Records Editing. Catalogers m s t  be able to view, sdea,  and eciit browser a user has. 
existing records. By cficking on the Show Catalog birtton from the - Sped lava appIications are chaEecgkg to deliver over anaiog 
Catalog %oI catalogers are presented with the Records Editing mod- : phone iines via modems. 
d e  (Figure 4). This is a scrollable whdow of catalog records which PduIapIe users and simuItaneous logim. Need an appiicatian that 
may be sonted by title or Urn .  To edit a record the cataioger clicks on . deals w:C? simcltaneous login of multiple catalogers. 
a title to hig%igI?t 2nd sdect itL. Clicking on the "Edit" button popu- E m u  Con&ol We experienced many problems witin browsers 
lates f ie  cataioghg tool witin the c x e c t  Mbliographic data. Ail of caching and displayng old and inaccurate data. Catalogers attempt- 
this hta is editabie at this time and is saved h the norma! fashion. ' ing to view newly edited reccrds were presented with old data in 
User Search. Users m2y search by Sub~ect or Author (Figure the catdog, even 5iougk the new data was in the text fde itself. 
5). Activating the search tool presents the user wi5z Lie Subject TThis created a large gr&l;iem which is bekg scked by re-v&ing 
Search by default: the code to be more browser-independent,. 
The mthor search is accessibie :Jy clicking on 5ie Author . Comrnimnenl- & h m m  resources. Tizis sohiion requires the 
Search button at the bottom of the tool. The user scrolls Lqe Sub- applicatior, of k m a n  intelligence to the srganiza2on of web-based 
jects or Authors and highlights the desired Sicking ' infornation. This in f x n  demands the commizment of real peo- 
"Search" presents the relevant tides in the window. Users may sort ple's time, and time is s cormodity few of us have to spare. The 
the records retwned by TitIe or UXL, or display the entire catalog by proprietors cf LLKX, both of ~vhcm have kll-time librwy jobs, dis- 
cficking the appropriate button. %e user then highIig& the de- - ccvered the challenge of finding "Lie to complete th.e a s k  of order- 
sired titie and may jump to C?e article by cIicking "Show Docu- . ing 5eir  documents! This is one of Gye singk biggest hurdles in 
ment," or see the malog record by clicking "Show Document De- implementing new technolo@es-suppo,~Ifng them. To greview the 
scription." A new browser window is generated at that point with LLl?X project go to htt~:/l;w\~.bridgeinf~.rom. 170u must have a 
the desired article or the catdog record of that azicle. web browser version 4.Cx or highe:. 83 
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Today, it no longer travels 
It's no I 
It's by no-on j 
g ... and it's up to  you to  
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 YO;^ are yotir organization's undisputed infor- 
mation ma3agenerlt expert.Your infomation 
is speciic to  you- indust?, unique t o  your 
company - it's extensive, and stored in many 
diFerenr form. We know that. Inmagic's been 
leading the fieid for airnost 23 years; growing, 
adapting to  meet your changing needs. That's 
why we deveioped a state-of-the-art system 
to  absorb all of your information with 
unprecedented speed aye ease of use. And 
now, inrnagc presents DBflext WebPublisher 
- a progem that lets you instantly mount 
your DBKzxtWorks databases, on-line cata- 
logs, resezrci? re2oTts, and image archives, exc. 
on your intranet o r  the Internet, 
That's right. N o  CGI programming. N o  PERL 
programrni2g. impressed? There's more. 
DBiText Webfublkher is based or. open stan- 
darcs, runs on N T  se!-vers, and works with any 
standard H T P  server - making DBKext 
Webfubkher a preferred choice among MIS 
mavagers as well. 1";s never been simpler t o  
poblish your criticai Information on the WEB. 
Tust  t ~ e  ff ! provider o f  flexible, ready-to- 
use automation solutions for special libraries 
and corporate ;nfor.matlon centers t o  help 
you move your company t o  the new WEB 
environment. Let us show you how easily 
DBITextWorks and D W e x t  Webfublisher let 
you harness the coiiec~ive knowledge within 
your company and maximize its power 
by bringing it TO every des'ktop enterprise- 
wide, o r  world-wide. Visit our website 
(w,inmagic,com) and view live on-line 
bibliographic databases, text and image direc- 
rories, research kr.owledgebases and others 
mounted with D3Rex'L WebPubiisher: 
800 West Curnmings Park 
Wobtirn, YA 3 1 80 1 
(78 1 )  938-4442 
FAX: (78 1 )  928-6393 
Ernail: sales@inmagic.corn 
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&. $$ go often, special libraries don't get the respect they deserve. XIS  
@''* :?$ (7 
&, # unfomnate fact has a long history. No-~c~xb.ys, the web, the Internet g*& $8 
j .  and Intranets, and computer-based toois make it easy f u  any xucit of 
an crganizztion, suck as a team within a company or research 
insti?&e, or a deparrment within a university, to offer the repor%m& 
ey produce online in a 2orm of electronic "li:jrary." This practice has be- 
come quite tedespread, and co~stitxtes yet another C~reat o the g e m &  perception of 2'1e 
l i : ~ r q ' s  and the !ibrarian's relevance and necessity. 
Usudy ?he impetus to do this conres from within the unit, and re3ects a Cesi~e to make 
Ckir work known and accessible to the organization or " ~ o  the wo~I-ld, It is reaiy a na5x-d 
and seemingly constxxtive thing to do. re leaves the con'lrol of the document within the 
unit, where, it might seem ',o those who have not thoug~t  deeply or, the matter, it should 
belong. Vho needs the i i b r q ?  VJhy take the extra step to inwive the library in tkx keep- 
ing and dissemination of Clese documects when it is cleariy not necessary, now that idor- 
mation technology is so advanced and easy to zse? 
Chades Phe@ is a technical iibrmim at tizeje,? Prquhion L & u a t ~ ~ y ,  C d f m i a  Insaa&te 
B f  Ecisnology. He e m  be re~ched by e-md at &:~hei&~@pGpjpl.n~&7.go'~. 
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protesslorrai 
k t~owi txbe ,  Us on the 
best ways to inal-rdle 
the organization$ 
pu blicatians. 
Wgere does this a t thbe  Ieave the 2- often 5?ey cease to be malnrained after 
brary? Kot in 5ie loop, cePaidy. And why awhik. The person or persoas charged with 
should it be? Vdhy do we librasans Liink maintaining <?e web site and the docu- 
that we have a better v~ay? ments attached tkereto may leave the orga- 
What foEows are information and a r e -  nization or be given other assigments. The 
merits with whk3 yorr a x  probably beady  priorities wkhir; t'm unit might c?ange.,. Af- 
fazilia., and my effort may be deelned ter the initial h r r y  of activity involved in 
preaching to the choir. mat 1 have tried to creating the site, its ex&ence may quickly 
do is s u n  up the lil~rarian's point of view fade h to  the shadows of the s:ganizationai 
from rry persoEaI perspective, a& provide consciousness. By mzzast, the iibrary is an 
a catchy mnemonic device that can be cdeci established part of the organka2on, whose 
upon in 5mes of need, such as when you 
are making your case to management. 
F ~ s t  off, I don't claim that we have dl 
21e answers. We don't. But I do claim that 
we have a professional apprmck m d  vision 
: k t  makes it benefbcid for organizations to 
involve the library if Giey care about the fu- 
ture of Lleir pubiications, I sum this up in a 
word that couid very we3 be the credo of Ii- 
brarians, or even a rallying cuy: FIR. 
Let me explain what I mean by Ciese 
words. 
"Forevemore" ap$ies to d l  the other ei- 
eneEts in the mnemo&, a?,d means thz: 
outlook is toward the long-term reserva- 
tion and accessibility of the documents of 
which it is in charge, in whatever electronic 
or physid form those documents exist, 
"Identifled" means that each item in $ ~ e  
li'rtrzry3 c3arge has an esta5Iished unique 
identify. Too often in settings outside the li- 
brary, differer:t versions of 2 dscument ap- 
pear. perhaps in the same electronic 136s- 
tion as the original, and create mi-ups. 
Someone might download a docmeat from 
an on1ir:e site, and momezts later, it is re- 
piaced with a different version that m y  
have the same name; there may on m8.y not 
be an indication that it is a new version. 11: 
other cases, a r,ew versbn might have a 
completely new title, With 30 indication sf 
its relation to t2e previous version. 
Rzi9g the dommem 2 the care of the 
:bray =ems &at there w% 'nencefort3 be a 
one-to-one conesgondence between the con- 
tents of 5ie document m d  its identivag in- 
for~ation (eg., Sic, docume~t number, wr- 
sion number, date. ex.). When someone re- 
trieves this document &om the iibray, phys- 
idy or electronidly as the case m y  be, it 
W~J be exactly the same d o c m e ~ t  hat it 
was at the t i m  that it was entmted to t!e 
iibray-and it wiii be exady tke same doc- 
meet if 2 is re$:eved oce year later or ten 
years later. If m apdated version is submi[- 
ted to the iibraq, the update kfsrmatim vsiU 
be hchded in tlx catdog record, tkus en- 
suring that t?e new version is disting~ish- 
zXe from the old. (Probably the act of sub- 
mittkg it to the library would prcxpt the 
we have an eye on the long-tern futcre of producers of the do~-~.,rment to be digest  in 
documen's ic our care. Web sites put up by specifying versions, and adding version 
organizations, divisions, and individuals identification to the docment.) X!e old ver- 
tend to have a here-today-gone-tomo~row sion may be withcicawx if that is deemed to 
quaIify. Even if they zre around a long time, be appropriate. 
h:o library or other wofl unit can guar- you actually see it? This question is not to , ervation and Access has been actively 
antee against the deliberate clandestine al- be taken lightly in the case of digital docu- - studying the problem, as has the Associa- 
teration of a document, should that be ments. There has been a growing aware- . tion of Research Libraries, which recently 
someone's intention. However, if a docu- ; ness in this decade of the problems associ- ' published a report titled Issues and Innova- 
ment is in the ciare of the library, altering it . ated with the impermanence of many digi- - tions in Preserving DipitaZ Infomation. The 
becomes a trickier and riskier business, and : tal media, and the impermanence of the . issue is a frequent topic of discussion at 
less likely to be undertaken, than if it were . software needed to present the digital ob- - professional meetings. We may not be able 
stored within; the boundaries of the depart- ject in a readable format. In recent times, to provide a quick fur to our organization's 
ment that created 3. digital longevity problems, but the profes- 
sional awareness and attitude with which 
we approach our work can go a long way 
toward seeirrg to it that items in the digital 
This is probaiily the issue that comes up collection remain instantiable, using what- 
the most when departments keep their own 
documents on their own web pages. How These techniques may include those of 
does oce know where to find these docu- record-keeping, human management, and 
ments? Does everyone know where the web simply being the ones who make it their 
site io, question is? Does everyone know business to keep an eye on the situation 
that it exists? Among those who do, do : : and alert the appropriate parties and mar- 
they know that that is where the publica- 
tions ar.? kept? (e.g., converting documents to a different 
People outside the unit, or outside the 
organization may come across a reference 
to the documernt and want to see it. Where 
is the first place they usually turn when 
tiley do:n't know where to find it? You know 
Gle answer-the library. The fact that a li- : ganization can make their own publica- 
bray is a librzry makes it a natural place tions available on a web site can make do- 
for people to start their search when they ing so irresistible. This is not only bad for 
don't know wkere else to look. Librarians the library, it is bad for the organization. It 
do theI best to keep track of where various is imperative that librarians or other infor- 
types of information are kept, but if units . the latter problem has generally been the . mation workers within the organization 
just put their works up on their web pages . more pressing one, as software becomes - make cogent, well-reasoned arguments, 
without involving the library, it's not at all a . obsolete much faster than the physical for- based on their best professional knowl- 
sure thing that the librarians know about it : mat deteriorates. edge, on the best ways to handle the orga- 
sad will be able to help people who inquire. 
. Librarians have been among the first - nization's publications. Above all, we want 
Making t lhgs  findable is one of the to recognize the seriousness and perva- . people in our organizations to know that 
main objectives of librarians, an6 in fact ' siveness of this problem, which threatens ' we want to work with them to provide the 
has been one cf our paramount profession- . the whole gamut of digital information best means of handling their documents. 
al concerns since at least 1876, when sources, from companies' internal records : For example, we could offer to help work 
Charles C~tter's R u l e o r  a Dimonay Cat- . to documents of great historical value in . units set up their own web sites, with links 
alog was published. As much as possible, . the National Archives. Librarians have a . to their publications that are given a home 
we try to unify the means of finding items : long history of being attuned to the issue on a library site. The best we can do is to 
by providing access to them via the catalog. - of preserving items in their collections, keep presetting our case with profession- 
In the case of some items or resources that, since paper manufactured since the latter alism and dear arguments. FIFI can be 
given their naWe or the infrastructure in part of the nineteenth century has con- - your guide to explaining the better way 
wbicln the li'lrary operates, may not be tained acid, which causes it to deteriorate that we offer. 
practicd to enter into the catdog, we still do ' over time. Preservation of digital items 
our best to be sure they can be easily Iocat- foliows naturally from this Iongstanding 
ed, perhaps via a presentation of informa- . professional concera. 
tion resources on the library's web site. : Obviously, librarians do not have a 
perfect solution, but the profession, via its - carried out by the Jet Propulsion Laborato- 
professional organizations, has responded ry, California Institute of Technology, under 
vigorously. The Council on Library and In- a contract with the National Aeronautics 
Maybe you can find a document, but can formation Resources' Commission on Pres- - and Space Administration. 8 
hrcughout the process of deveiogmen:, debate, and enactment of 
he Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA; in the 3nited States, 
silver 1i:ings were not aIways visible within tile douds. Tile end 
result sf tile IegisIation certainly poses soxe &aEenges for 
i~formaticn professionais in the coming years. However, upon further 
review, there are a number of positives that special lilxarians can take from the legisiation. 
Most are merely opportivlnities 'Lo aiter the diection of the law through the regulatoy r o -  
cess. Bet one possibility involves that portioc which offers s ii~itation on liability for on- 
iine s e ~ k e  providers (DSPs; . 
%tie 3 of the DMGA limits an OSP's lizbility for copyright i n E ~ g e m e ~ t  ;I sever& key sce- 
nxios. The term "service provider" is deft& very bros&y Lq some insmces {"a provider of 
onl ie  services or networii zccess, or the operator of ofsdities f~ere?or"j.~ Many entSies L?zt 
are not LI the brrsiness of providkg ordine senices may nonethdess + k e  advsnkge of RIe 
3's The ensning zrtick -w3 def& &e somewhat perplexing m d  dedcitely ccxpl- 
cated new provisions of the law. No matter hcw corLftlsing they we, specid aiiibrarkmbns shozld 
consider that the alternative of ?~i i  exposure ',o iiab2ity wodd b- :ar - worse. 
The exemptions from liabiiity created by the '3MGA are additiond 'Lo aEy defense that an 
OSP mi& i'lave under copyright or any oC?er iaw3 In essence, the Act creates certain "safe 
harbcrs" for specified OSP activiv. If sn  activity fa& within Cqe safc harbor, ?el: !3e DSP 
qualifies for the exexpeion from liability; if the activity does not come within Cle safe h z -  
bor, then the questions of whether the activity in fact constitutes infri~gement and wheher 
the OSP has any defense are to be decided under traditional copyrig& analysis. Qxalifica- 
tion for any exeqition is determined independen5y; a service prwide: m q  BP. m q ~  not 
qualify for some or all oof the exempticns.: 
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TermrnuObn PoIiq. To be eligible for any 
of the exenrptions, an OSP must adopt, rea- 
sonably ivaplement, acd inform its sub- 
scribers and account hoiders (its "users") 
sf, a policy providing for termination of us- 
ers who are repeat infringers5 
Accommodatibn gf 7echnzcul Measures. 
In addition, aE OSP milst accommodate and 
not Interfere witin "standard" technical 
measures dsed by copyright owners to 
mmrn.informatlsnoutlooh.com 
identify and protect copyrighted works. 
Such technical masures might include, for 
example, digital watermarks or technologi- 
cal means for preventing copying of a work. 
In order to quaiify as "standard," such a 
measure must have been developed by a 
broad consensus of copyright owners and 
OSPs in a fair multi-industry process, must 
be available to anyone on reasonable and 
nondiscriminatory terms, and must not im- 
pose substantial costs on OSP's or substan- 
tial burdens on OSP ~ystems.~ 
No requirement to Monitor or Access. The 
Act clearly states that, ir order to qualify for 
the exemptions, an OSP does not need to 
monitor its senice or affiimatively seek out 
information about copyrignt infringement on 
its service {except as part of the standard 
technical measures discussed above). In ad- 
dition, the Act states that an OSP does not 
have to access, remove, or block material in 
order to quaiify for its exemptions if such ac- 
tion is prohibited by law (for example, the 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act). 
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Send notice of your organization's name and ad- 
dress 
Send notice of the agent's name, phone number, 
fax number and e-mail address 
Have an officer or other representative of the 
organization sign the notice. 
Send with a $20 check to: 
Copyright GC/lGtR 
PO Box 70400 
Southwest Station 
Washington, D.C, 20024 
&?&&+ ;$$&.+*&~y&+ f@f &%*&$iqp p&$$y$@ys~ f&/ 
?%ys&&j ~ - i a ~ a &  ~6 S y s  $LW@ ,5&54%4g 
~v~%,"&FD 3 i&$;i' L. D&'& $$@g A third s g e  harbor ir the Act, limits ar, 
?&A?& OSP's iiabili~y for system caching, In which 
The most explicit exemptions in the an QSP makes a temporary copy of populz 
Act cover tvio common OSP actctivkies: ( I )  Lrternet material reqsested by a aser so 
storing material (such as a web page or %at tiie 0SP a n  ddiver that copy to sabse- 
chat room, for exampie) on an OSP's sys- p e n t  users, which mn be done more 
tem at the request of a user and (2) refer- quickly and efficiently than obtaining &e 
ring users to material at other online ioca- origkai mater:d for each subseqaent iiser.:O 
tions by means of, for example, a search This exemption applies to materid (a) 
engine, 2 Iist of recommended sites, or a that is origindy placed o&e by someone 
hypertext link.8 other than tke OSP (the "originator") and 
The Act iimfts an DSP's liabnity for (is) that is tzinsmitted frcm %e orighamr, 
copyright infringement base6 on fne mate- tI-sou& the OSP's system, a tkird party at 
rial stored or cited to if the OSP meets cer- that thkd party's request. To qu&& for the 
taic conditions: exemption from Iiability fcr the intermediate 
(1) 51e QS? has no scad knowledge that and te;ngorary storage of stick materig, the 
the material is infringing; OSP must meet the foEowing conditions: 
(2) fhe OSP m ' t  aware of informatior, frcm (1) fne QSP's storage of t k  ca&O mate- 
which the infringing na?m of tile ma- rial must 3e made through an auto- 
terid car, be discerned: matic technicai process and must be 
(3) if 'he OSP acquires such knowledge or for the purpose of providing the mate- 
aviareness, the OSF acts quickiy to re- rial. to sabsequent nsers who reqnest 
zove or block access to the materid; the material; 
(4) the OSP doesn't get a financial becefi (2) the OSP must transmit 51e ached ma- 
directly attributable to the infringing terid to sdbsequent users without, mod- 
material while having the rigt:t and ifying gs content; 
ability to control 59e material; and (3) %e OSP ~ u s t  compiy with any m k s  
(5) the OSP co~plies with tke "notice and on npdaticg the cached materid t3at 
take down" provisions of the Actsg sre specified by the originator ssing z 
generally accepted i n h t r y  standard 
protocol, as long as such mles are not 
usec by the originatcr to prevent or un- 
reasonably impair system caching; 
(4) the 3SP mist not interfere with tech- 
nolcgy associated with the cached 
material that returns ce*.tain informa- 
tion to the originator, as long as such 
technciog doesn't significantly inter- 
fere with the performance of the OSP's 
system and is consistent with generally 
accepted iridllstry standard protocols; 
(5) if the originator has placed conditions 
(fees or a password) on access to the 
cacfed material, the OSP must allow ac- 
cess to the cached material only to sub- 
sequent users who have met such con- 
ditions; and 
(6) if tke original material from which the 
cached copy was made has been re- 
moved or Locked and a copyright otvn- 
er provides notice to the OSP (pursuant 
to certain "notice and take-down" pro- 
visions discwed later), the OSP must 
act expedi%usly to remove or block ac- 
cess to the cached material the copy- 
right owiler alleges is infringing.:' 
&gpr$- j " y , - a p & g p ~ ~  f>;r" 
%&&S &ft'S%?$jf 8~~ 
?q @& $"&y 
A find safe hzbor in the Act covers an 
OSP's trmsmssion, routing, or providing 
connections for material through the OSP's 
system and for intermediate and transient 
storage of materid in tile course of such ac- 
tivity. This safe haflor essentially covers an 
OSP's activities in: acting as a conduit for 
materia. traveling between other parties. 
To cjnallfy fcr this exemption, several 
conditicns mus:, be met: 
(1) the transmission of the material must 
have been initiated or directed by 
someone other than the OSP; 
(2) the activities mvered by the exemption 
must be ~ r r i e O  out thro~gh an auto- 
matic tecf.,nical process and not by any 
selecrion of material by the OSP; 
(3) the OSP mast not select the recipients 
of the material except as an automatic 
response to another person's request; 
(4) the OSP must not make any copy of 
the material ordinariiy accessible to 
anyone other than intended recipients 
and must not keep any copy for longer 
uil lJlu.informatt~no~tlooh.com 
than reasonably necessary for the OSP's from providi~g access to infringing material 
transmission, rcuting, or connection; and residing at a. particular online site on the 
(5) the OSP must not modit  the content of OSP's system. Any other injunctive relief 
the material as it transmits it through must be necessary to prevent infringement 
its of specified material at a particular online 
location and must be the least burdensome 
C'* *, , 
7 6 0 8 & to the OSP among comparably effective 
f f ~ @ f @  ,f,,.r,&, ;/ ,i: ,& 
?' 
forms of relief. With respect to transmission 
The safe harbcrs of the Act provide and routing, a court can also issue an in- 
soxewhat different limitations on different junction ordering an OSP to take specific 
types of remedies usually available for reasonable steps to block access to an iden- 
copyright infringement. tified online Iocation outside the U.S.13 
Monetav Relig If an OSP's activity qud- The Act &so sets forth several additional 
ifies for any of the safe harbors in the Act, consideratio~s, including the burden on an 
then Cqe OSP is no': liable for any monetary OSP's system, the technical feasibility, and 
relief for claims of copyright infringement the interference with non-infringing materi- 
based on that activity. Monetary relief in- al, that a court must consider in the case of 
cludes damages, court costs, attorney's fees, all the safe harbors in deciding whether to 
and any other forms of mocetary payment. grant injunctive relief. The DMCA hrther 
Ifgknctions. if an OSP qualifies for a limits the liability of nonprofit institutions 
safe harbor under the Act, then the possible of higher education that act as OSPs for the 
injunctive relief against the OSP is limited. infringing acts of their faculty and graduate 
Under any safe harbor, a court may issue students wben performing teaching or re- 
an injunction restraining an OSP from pro- search functions. 
viding access to an identified user engaging 
... 3 in infringement by terminating the user's !.;.'PB$' i$'6' ($4 (&' +i-&P2?3- X?.P M;J 
specified accounrs. With respect to the safe PY# .6. i ~d@k$,% 
harbors for system caching, system storage, Certain exemptions apply only if an OSP 
and information location tools, a court can complies with the notice and take-down pro- 
also issue an injunction restraining an OSP visions of the Act. These provisions allow 
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copyright owners to notify an OSP of alleg- 
edly infringing material on the OSP's sys- 
tem and require the OSB to remove ox 
block access to silch material after receiv- 
ing ssuch notice. 
Deszgnated Agent of OSP Ari OSP must 
designate, both to the Copyrig% Ofke and 
on its service, the contact information for 
an agent that will receive such notices.14 
Form and Content o f  Notiice. A notice 
from a copyright owner must be in witisg 
and must be signed by such copyright 0~72- 
er or his or her agent m d  must inciude cer- 
%in specif ed information, including an 
identification of the ailegedly infringing 
material and infomation reasonably suffi- 
cient for the OSP to locate the materia! or 
the reference or lick to it. If the OSf re- 
ceives a notice that substantially complies 
with the Act's requirements, then the OSP 
must act expeditiousiy to renove or block 
access to the material that is aileged to be 
infringing in order to remain eligible for the 
exemption from Iiabilify. 
i"~3represenraCIbm. The Act provides 
that anyone who k~oivingiy materially mis- 
represents under the Act that material is in- 
fringing is liable for any damages incurred 
by an OSP or a user as a result of the CSP 
relying on such misrepresentation in re- 
moving or blocking materiaL1j 
Subpoenm The Act d s c  provides a pro- 
cedllre by which a copyright owner can 3b- 
tain from a court a subpoena directing an 
CSP to disclose to the copyright owner iri- 
formation sufficient to identify an aileged 
infringer of material as to which the owner 
has sent a notice to the OSP.I6 
.yr. , 
,$&&@ *,=J>.$ pp.jyy .~~y~>:g<; f i ; f f~FiT~g:  
Exemphb~ fm Lidiiity. If an OSP in 
good faith removes or blocks access to ma- 
terial that it has cached, stored at a user's 
request, or referre2 users to, either bemuse 
the OSP has received notice from a copy- 
rigk owner or because the OSP has become 
mare  of information from which the ic- 
fringing name  of the material is apparent, 
the Act exempts the OSP from any iizbility 
for such removal or bl~cking.:~ 
Notice a.~d Pat-back. In Cle case where 
an OSP removes or blocks material stored 
on the OSP's syslem at the user's request 
(such as the user's web site) bemuse the 
OSP has received a cotice from a copyright 
32 leforrnation o u a m  e Fehruarg 1939 
owner alleging infringement, the OSP m s t  
take additional steps desigr~ed to protect the 
user's rights, and which may iead :o putting 
5 ~ e  material back on the system. 
( I )  The OSP must take reasonable s t e p  to 
promptly notify the user that the OSP 
has removed or biociied t5e material. 
(2) The user may then send a "counter no- 
"Liication" to the OSP stating that ',i?e 
removal or blocking was a result of 3 
mistake or 2 misidentificatio~ of tbe 
material. (The Act provides for iiability 
to the OSP and the copyigk owcer for 
knouiing material misrepresentation in 
such counter notificaticn.18 
If the counter notification conpiies with 
the statutory requirements, then the 
OSP, to remain exempt from liability for 
the take-dowr,, must provide a copy of 
the counter notification to the copyright 
owne: that sent the original cotice. 
Unless such copyi* owner then noti- 
fies the OSP that the owner has filed a 
court action seeking to restraic the al- 
leged infringement, the OSP must re- 
place or unblock the material within ten 
to fourteen business Cays of receiving 
5le counter notification." 
<;., & $$;, f'#& j$ &;* 
Sounds confusing? It cer'tidy is, but 
the ajternative (legal exposure without 
any Iiaitations or exemptions) is fa 
worse. The U.S. Copyright Office is ctr- 
rently accepting submissions of “designs:- 
ed agents" from OSPs for their database. 
The cost is $20, although f na! regxIa2a~s 
have not been issued-which means $kt  
the price and complexity of this matter 
ccuid get worse. To 2nd c ~ t  more, visit the 
Government Re1a";ions section of the SLA 
web site [m.sia,org/govt/current.htmi], 
or the U.S. Coprig& Bffice's BSP Page 
~http:l/lmeb.ioc.govicop~ight/onIinesp/]. 
.$$& ?$@$!L 
17 U.S.C. 9 5i?,(k) (1) (1998). 
Tke House judiciary Committee Repon", 
ex~lains that the Cefinition indudes 
"services such as providing Internet ac- 
cess, e-mail, chat room and web page 
hostkg ...." %us, a company which 
main'2ins an InCranet for its employees 
may be a service provider uader the 
staPJte. Simiiariy, a company which 
,?lainkins a buIletic board where cus- 
tomers can post comments concer6cg 
the company's products may qsuaiify as 
a service provider. 
17 U.S.G. ,§ 512(!) (1998). 
4 i r ~ .  
I / G.S.C. $ 512($ (1998). 
I 7  V.S.C. E f293(ij(l)(A) (1998). 
5 17 U.S.C. 8 5!2(i) (2) (1998). 
I?  U A C ,  $ 512(m) ('1998). 
I?  U.S.C. 3 512(cj, (6)  (1998). 
17 U.S.6. § 512(c)j:a), (dl (1998). 
:0 I?  U.S.C. 6 512jb) (1998). 
17 u.s.e. s s q b )  g998). 
I2 17 U.S.C. 5 512(aj (1998). 
l3 I 7  U.S.C. 3 512(j) (1998). 
17U.S.C.S512(~)(2) (1998). 
17 U.S.C. 5 5l%(cj (3) (1998). 
l6 17 I2.S.C 3 512@ (1998). 
j7 f 7 U.S.C. 5 512(hj (1998). 
1SU,S.C.~512(g) (1998). 
l9 17U.S.C,§512(g) (1998)- 82 
IF your organization qualifies for any of the safe 'ex- 
bors, it will be allowed certain limitations: 
Exemption from monetary. relief for claims of cqy-  
right infringement, 
Exemption from injunctions requiring you to block 
access to allegedly infringing material online OR to 
refuse access to an identified infringer. 
No need to monitor its service or seek out information 
THE TOP 100 U.S. NEWSPAPERS (BY cnumnow 
-- 
Denver Post 
St. Petcrsboig Times 
St. Louis Post-3,spalCli 
3alt!moic Sun 
Eeniei Rock) Mountain News 
Ssn Jose Mercury N e w  
Milwzuiiee Journill-Sentine! 
Sacramento Bee 
Boston Hereid 
Kansas City Star 
Buffalo Yew\ 
New Orlcans Times-Pmyune 
Orlando Seniincl 
De!roit News 
Columbus Oisparch 
Piil\buigh Pa?;-Gzrettc, Son-Telegraph 
Fort Landerdale Sun-Sentinel 
Char!otte Obserre: 
Investois Busfie+ Dirly 
Fon Wonh Star Telegram 
Louisville Cociier-Joarnai 
T:impa 7nbur.e 
Seattie Tme,  
Omaha World-Herald 
kdianapaixs Star 
Snn Antonio Expier\-News 
Hartford Cuilram 
Richmond Time?-Diipatch 
Oklohama City Oklahoman 
Los Angeles Dady News 
St. Paul Ptoneer Press 
Seilllle Po+intcthgence; 
Cmcinnati Enquiicr 
Ausrln-Amencan Staicsrnan 
Rochester Democrat & Chionic!~, Time\-Unian 
Ph~iadzlphia Da ly  News 
Memphis CornmercLd Appcal 
Pior;& Times~Lnmn 
Aikiin\it\ Demoirai-G.lzette 
P~cridence Joiirnal-Bul!etin 
De\ Moir.cr Register 
Rivcrridc Prers-Eniapnw 
Tulsa World 
Palm Beach Tost (ccrning rnon) 
Dryion Dally News 
Las Vegar Review-journal 
Asbury P~ik Pie\\ 
Raleigh Ncws & Obcerver 
Fresilo Bee 
Birmingham News 
Syiilcdse Post-Srandard/Heidld-!ou;nni 
Uahvii le Tennerqcan 
Rzcord 
Toledo B!ade 
A k i m  Beacon Journal 
Grand Rapids Press 
Chicago Daily Herad (Aiiingtnn Height,) 
Sali Lakc Cky Tnb-ne 
Alkrtown Morning Call 
W~lrnlngtan New\ ;o:.rna (conl rg  sooll 
Ttcona Ncws Tri3a:ie 
Columb~a State 
San I;rancisco Exdniinei 
Spokane Spohrsman-Rcuiew 
Kwxvtlie Ncss-Sentinel 
A l h u ~ u e q u c  Journa. 
Lexington 5lei,tid-Leade; 
Woicecw Telcgr;im & Gazette 
Chai lestoo Poht & Courier !coming soon) 
Mad;mn Siale Journ.:, Capml Time\ 
Jackson Clenun-Ledgrr 
Long Bwch  ?re5\-Te!eg;om 
Ho;~olulu Adrenirci (com.ng soan) 
Roanokc T m c r  & World Ncws 
W*s:>iwton Tmec  
Dow Jones interactive has more of the 
top loo newspapers than any other online service. 
In fact, Dow Jones Interactive"" is the only ontine service that offers: 
96 of the top loo U.S. newspapers-78 in MI text 
;o of the top j o  U.S. newspapers-44: in full text 
92% 3f the Fortrine iooo's hometown newspapers 
Searching across the full archive at one time 
Plus, you can access all of this rich content from an incredibly Aexible interface that's simpie enoug3 
for everyday business research, yet powerfd enough for even the most sophisticated searching. 
Put Dow Jones Interactive to work for your company. Take a free tour or register online at 
http://djinteractive.corn or cal! 1-800-369-7466 ext.4143 for more information. 
Do! Jones fntgactive'" 
http://djinteractive.com 
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In the Erst IRC h'otes, issued one year ago, ! inlo- 
duced the !X's Electronic !nformation Packets (EIPs). 
ht@//~'yv.yv. si~~~o~/membrnsk@Aide@. h-tml. i am giad 
to report that the EIPs hzve been we11 receil~ed and con- 
piimented. Since iast yeaz we have added more than ten 
szbjects and have split the Internet EIP into Internet Is- 
sues and internet Research. Take a look at the latest 
one on Salary Surveys at  htt;D:B~w~sIw.or~mem- 
bersh@R'rc/saIag.hmB. Over 500 resources of one sort 
Bjo -ype ; - ) f ~  
Sources and Experts 
http://metdab. unc, edVsdanews/inte~net/experds, htm? 
EMded into sites that x e  useki for one-stop shopping 
for expezs on a wide variety of apics; good places to 
look fo: zathors and editors; and organizations arranged 
'ay specialty area. 
Bbgraphy.com 
Rnp://v~tn~w~ biography. coWJnd/Jn&i. him! Over 23,OCQ 
mainiy historial '"eats" 5ue also covers ',ize living. 
- - 
Biographical Dictionary 
kirpr//v!ww. s 9 . c o b  More %an 25,GCG nola- 
ble men and women who have sbped our wo6d from 
ancient tines 'Lo the present d2y Mme search options 
than the above. 
.FJir?,poir)/ Type 533rces 
Gxantaaker info 
in@:/@ncente~ urg/gdn6makeeY/indexx htno Links to more 
than 590 gantmaking foundations and hstit~tioss. 
U.S. Zip Codes 
I " z @ : / l f l ~ w ~ g ~  J . s ~ s ~ ~ ~ v / ~ c ~ C / ~ U O ~ U ~ S / ~ ~ Q ~ U ~ ~ Z ~ ~  4. h&d 
Canadian Postal Codes 
h ttp://www. can adaposc ca/CPCZ/~dd1m/p~i00~4up/ 
pc!ookirp.iaml 
LX Postd Codes 
ht@://v~ww. nfd, co. u ~ C S e a ~ c h .  htm Much easier than 
the Royal Mail site 
or another have been included durir~g %e year With an Tdephorae Directories on the web 
emphasis on adding web based sources such as %il-text http://vww, contracgbbs.com/teE/ TeIephcne diredories 
articles and web sites. We strive to keep the we5 links t;p of the Americas, Europ, Africa, and Asia Pacifk 
to date on these ever iaaeasing resources, and with the Magindale-HubbeE Lawyer Locator 
newly acquired web software that seeks out dead links, h~://imye~s,map-thd&wm/marh~b rNorldwide direc- 
we hope ZI be abje to reduce this inccniieaience to a rain- tory which can be searched by couritry as we11 zs firm or 
ixum. X am grate32 :to those of you who have no'lified us 
of broken i inb ,  and made suggestions for improvexents. 
We are currently composing new EIPs on International 
Topics, Records Management, Neadata, and Mentoring, 
and we wiil be considering splitting some of &e very 
large ones into more manageable sizes. Aay suggestions 
for topics o: additional resources axe Zniy welcome. Ocr 
new SEXIS-NEXIS Universe subscription wiil aisc help us 
to keep the EIPs czrrent and relevant. 
For more ifloinahmi i am now including iinks to my bookmarks, which are 
indivkad. Some strange oaissions. 
GoqTech Database 
http://cu~tech.cm/ Detziied corporate information 
costs, but useFA general directory of over 50,090 Eigh- 
Tech conpan:es. 
Phonebook Gateway 
http://';Ywfl. uiucC ddcfl~-bin/pFAook~p?Quey= 3se% 
for finding academics. 
/ The IfiC is sponsored by LEXYS-NEXIS. 
on WCilioies, contact web sites that have come to x y  notice, but hme not Seen i 
i john Latham separately included ir: an EIP, Below are some of C?em I 
@hn@sla o q )  which may be of interest. 1 LEXHSs NEXIS a 4  rr mbcr or 7°C Reed i k  mi PIC a""" I 
n n + n ~ + -  C P ~ V ! , ~ ~ S  
-z2ie sKC,.! :L> 4L. : http://bailiwick. lib.uiowa.edu/uumalism/~~'te,h~l 
CISTI'S Electronic Table of Contents Service 
http://www. nrc. cda'sti/eps/alePZ/alert. html . .. iq ;er -&/ ' \ i ' /~ j~J T r z j n i p ~  ,z;!cjes 
Uncover Reveal Make the Link Workshop (World Wide Web for Everyone) 
fittp:/A~1z~ei7.carI.org/rmeavind.h2 T ese are just two exam- htip://www.bea~ount~n.com/arlingon/links.html 
ples and of mcrse are not free. Learn the Net 
hctp://www. learnthenet. com/english/index, html 
r. v',4a- 
~ L ! G L ~  Internet Tutorials 
A Guide for Proposal Writing http://www. albany. edzo'2ibrar;interneY 
hnp:/~~w~~.j.n$gov/pubs/1998/1?~fl891/1?sf989I.h~ The Best Information on the Net :BIOTX) 
Style (Mde for Online Hypertext h ttp://www.sau. edu/cwis/inte,rnet/wiId/Internet/Ti-aining/ 
http://wwv~. w3, og//Provider/S@Ie/OvewiaY. h tm2 mndex. htm 
Libray? of Congress World Wide Web Style Guide Search Engine Watch 
htip:/L!m~eb. c.go'~Aoc/webs@le/ hnp://searchengnewatch. c o w  
Guide to Web Style HT-L  Beginner ?&torial 
http://vmw.s~!n. com/s~legui&/ http:/~~ww.publib.nJ:~dCAP~fiest/CornerBroo~~to~a2/ Pretty ba- 
Composing Good HTML sic, but it is free. 
f t t t p : / / w ~ ~ ,  cs C ~ ~ Z U ,  edU/"iiI!YcgN The Internet Research and Icternet Issues EIPs have many 
more web site links like the above at http://ww~v.sla.org/member- 
'\]@ ,r ; $ .- ; 0 ,, ,. n Guicies ship/rc/intemetZ. html and http:/hww.sla. org/membersh@/irc 
Web Extension to American Psychological Association Style internetl.html 
(WEAPAS j On a lighter note, for thcse w3o love to shop online, have a 
h~://wwv~.Be~&Imd.com/weapm/ Proposed standard for refer- look at the Fortnum 6r Mason web site at http://secure. 
encing online documents in scientific publications. for~umandmmon.~otl7/g~sewice~. Ev n if you cannot afford to 
Karla's Guide to Citation Style Guides order anything, it will make your mouth water. % 
1 ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A WAY TO BRUSH UP ON YOUR SKILLS 
11 j IN A FLEXIBLE, AFFORDABlE, AND CONVENIENT FORMAT? 
I 
I G o t o  the $LA Web site http://www.rla.org/professlonai/seif. html 
t o  access the newest 
distance learning 
prqgmrn-the Self-Paced 
Onltne Courses. 
I/ All classes are available 24 hours a day-gou  choose the time when gou want to  participate! 
l I For more information on the  Self-paced Online Courses, contact the  
Pm??sssrional Development Department at 1-202-234-4700 x679 or emall profdevsla.org 
I 
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A member recenQ asked x e  about how the prices for boat"). There are a h  numerms pricing considerations in 
§LA% products and sexices z e  determined. As might be addition to the basic price of the product or service: mem- 
expected, price is one of the most effective marketing ber versus ncn-mesber pricing, group discounts, voiume 
tools an organization has to promote a product or service. discounts, the competition, and cost &omtions. 
Rice conveys an image of the organizatioc, affects de- The staff a h  considers the prodlrct life cycle and the 
mand, and can be a tool for competitive and &get mx- target market. There are four szges of the prodwt life 
ket ~ e ~ e n t a t i o n .  A careFaarily designed pricing strategy cycie: (1) Introductoly: due to the high cost of research 
ecables an organization to respond to business condi- and development, initiaI prices are usually higo. This is 
tions and opporranities. 
by Richard Wallace, 
$LA Feasurea. 
For morc igormati~n 
contact Wallace 
(rewaIia~E@aestaig~com)~ 
or the prodzct line discontinued. 
consistent with the consuser who is typica!ly wiiiing to 
Kow are SIA prod- - spend more for something new and innovative. Tie op- 
ucts and services posite approach may be considered by pricing file product 
priced? The stzff uses at break-even or at a loss to buiid market share; (2 )  
a struckired pricing Growth: the competition enters the market and price is 
strategy for each of 2,s often dictated by the coxpetition; (9) MaDdrity: the price 
products and services. is usuaEy well established and wid remain constant; and 
The pricing strategy (4) Dedir::: the price is set below market to get as xuch 
incqorates 5le no- of the produd sold as possibie. 
"Lioa that price should The target m d ~ e t  is the group of members or custom- 
be based or, the value ers that have a demand for the product or service. In de- 
of the product or ser- finicg < ~ e  market, con side ratio^ is given to who actudy 
vice to Cqe customer. , makes i;?e purchase decision, who wili have an infkefice 
Wdng follows diectly on that decision, and who wiil decide whel: and where to 
in iine with tk:e associ- blfY 5ie product or service (initiaiiy and on a repeat basis, 
ation's overall goals as if applicable). 
established by the Qnce the pricifig strategy is determined, stad exam- 
Board. of Dkectors and. ines the pricing strategy within the foilowing paramters: 
management. If the . (1) Does the strategy define means for achieving fie ob- 
price does not geoaer- jectives set? ('2) Is the s'lr2teg-y consistent with the politi- 
ate the desired or cec- cal environment within 52e association? (3) Is the ap- 
essary profitss, thec praisd of the competition open-xinded and honest? (4) 
changes must be made Have alternative strategies been i;?oro~gkly examined? 
Once the ~ i i c i g  strategy is vzlidakd, s'& uses prkiirlg 
The first step in selecting the proper pricing strategy is spreadsheets a ~ d  templates to assist k predicting the eFec:s 
to determine the objectives(sj for the product or service. of changes in costs and sales ieirels. One of the keys to s x -  
An individual product or service may have more t k n  one cessfid pricing is knorr i i  what you want co do, ac~xateiy 
objective and the obje,",ive(s) will most likely change over estiinatiiig the costs do it, m d  determkkg how it vd l  be 
time depending oc the product iife cycle. For example, 5le paid for a ~ d  how m c h  revenue it w% generate. By consis- 
objective of a new product may be to build market share terdy revie~vhg results. intefim pricikg adjustments can be 
or to provide a member service. As the product matures, m r e  easily deternked. The sf&! imrporates both &keZ 
the objective may change to use the prod'act or service to and hdiect costs into the prickg stmct;dre of each product 
attract new members. and service to acarately regect the "botk~m h e "  of each. 
The next step is 'Lo choose 5le appropriate pricing The pricing strategy at S tA is based on the corpo~ate 
strategy. Pricing strategies generaliy take on thee  forms: node1 acd is a critical component of the long-term Bnan- 
profit margin (a s?ecifc net, prof? percentage or pro2 cid hedth of 5?e association. Accurately based prices as- 
maximization); saies oriented (2 specific doilar or unit sist in providing cost-effective products, services, and 
sales gowth, regardess of profit percentage or vahe;; or membership h e s ,  and il: providing superior service to 
status quo (match the competition and not "rock the the member base. Z2 
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/ w*tb CONSULT Online 
libraries operated $3 federal and state e~.tiies s;xh as 
administrative agencies and research groups must a&!ere 
~ L B  the copy@t laws just as do comarate and educational 
libraries. Government libraries face similar problems 
when their Gses cf coppighted works are not exempted 
by the Copyright Act or if their uses exceed fair use. One 
partic~lar question is how < b e  Iaws apply to various 
practices of B e  government libraries suck as screening 
documentaries and shewing films in stad meetings. 
Government libraries r:ay face problems in complying 
with copyrigizt Iaws when Ciey show copyl-ighted works 
such as a documentary tto in-hocse p e r s ~ m d .  Sectior, 
lG6(5) of the Copyright Act grants to ar, owner of a copy- 
righted work &e exclusive right to control any public per- 
formance (or showlcg) of his vmrk. On its face, Section 
1@6 graEts to owners tofA ar,d complete controi of the 
public dissemination of their vdks .  Xkse rights are ba:- 
=ced against the public's right to use the work unier 
limited circumstances for socialiy beneficid purposes and 
forpersonal ncm-commercid use of works that fag under 
the protection of tk mpyigkt Izw. 
7-. ;~gfo:ma~cces 
Generally, when a iibrary purchases a copyrighted mo- 
tion picture, it does no: o h i n  a perfomacce :igk unless 
the right is purchased separately. is the showing of a doc- 
amenary for s ~ f f  3mctions is a pnbiic performance? A 
public perforzance is defined 2s a performance at a place 
open to the p z b k  or at a piace where 2 szbsantia! num- 
ber of persons outside t5e a o m d  cirde of fzmiIy or 
friends mi$& be gathered, Thus, when a patron checcs 
out a videotape axd watches it ox ker own, Lie perfor- 
: mance is private and there is no infringement. However, 
as the group viewing the tape becomes iawger, the chance 
of copyrigiz'l infringement increases. 
The House Xeport that accorqanied 5le 1976 Act, 
H.R. 94-1476, gives as an example of a iizited use Inst a 
pzblic performance) a closed audience sac5 as z board of 
dkeckxs+ ArpabIy, a showing to a. small dosed a ~ d e n c e  
of eigk co ten people is not a public performance. T h s ,  
the showing of a documenky to a very smdl g c a p  in a 
staff meeting may be permissibk. Section I1C of tke Act 
exempts zertain performances of copyri&t woks  if the 
copy has been Iawfdly obtained and will be showc in the 
remlar course of instn;.ction in a nonprofit educationai 
institrrtion providing several requirements are met, 
-Wnen the Act f rst became iaw, m a y  people believed 
r,oqrofit Ebrxies were nonpioflt educatior! instit:~tions; 
: however, since the 1984 Anendments to i5e Capyight 
Many exenptions from protected uses are for educational Act, it is d e z  ',izey are not. T h ~ s .  gcvernnect and agency 
p q o s e s ,  brrt they are M t e d  to nonprofit edlmcationd libraries nay  not rely on the exemptions in Section 
instit;rtions, and a government library likely does not fa2 110(1) to perform videos without obtaining permission 
wkizin Chis definiticn. and/or paying royalties. Section 110(2j does allow tile 
We're Financial lnformation Services (FIS), pubiisher of Moody's business 
and financiai intormation. Now you can iook to us for a world of informadon 
soiurions with comprehensive public company %forrna:ion on CD-ROM, 
,m.iine a d  in print. Covering more than 10:GOO U.S. corporations, 
13,CGO non4.S. companies, and 16,500 municipai entities, FiS also 
rovides real-time SEC (EDGARm) fihngs. 
212-41 3-7601 Fw: 2: 2-41 3-7777 
E-mail: fis@.;isonline.com 
Visit our website at: http://www.fisonline.com 
1-800-342-5647 ext. 7601 
Financial Information Services 
Publisher of Moody's 3usiness and Financiai lnformation 
FIS is a division of Financial Communications Company, Inc., (FCC). FCC is a broadly based global provide: of decision-oriented, 
valui-added content and analytic services for both individuzl and institutional investors in fixed income, equity and fufiires markets. 
performance of a non-dramatic literary or musical work (but not a 
filx or other audiovisual work) if it is part of the systematic activi- 
ties of a government body and if employees are required to view it 
as a p a t  of their employment. 
'di the public performance does not fall within the Section IlC 
exempdons, rke government library or agency library might argue 
that th.e use is exempted nonetheless as a fair use, provided the 
,showing rceets the factors set out in Section 107: purpose of the 
use; nature of the work; the amount of the work used; and the ef- 
fect on the market. Fair use is difficult to claim when the showing is 
of an entire audiovisual work and when more people are present 
thac IKeets the small group requirement. Thus, without exemptions. 
in order f x  a government library to show performances of copy- 
righted works to anyone besides single users, or a very small closed 
group, the libmry must purchase a performance right along with the 
work. Only tlkn can the library be positive that it is not infringing 
on the rights of the copyright owner. 
Recordiq-ig ?ei.fcypances 
The off-.air recording of copyrighted programs from television 
and subsequent performance of the show presents another impor- 
tant issue f x  xany government libraries. Libraries generally do not 
have the right to copy programs off the air at will. Under the Gui~e- 
lines f!x Off-hir Recordings of Broadcast Programming for Educa- 
tional Purposes, libraries in nonprofit educational institutions may 
record copyrighted programs and can show them under limited cir- 
cumstances without seeking a license. Any off-air recording and 
lu~~. inforrnat ionout1ooh.eom 
subsequent use by government libraries must fall within fair use or 
the library should seek permission from the owner. If taping solely 
for a small closed audience, no other copies will be made, and the 
single copy will not be circulated. it is arguable the recording is a 
fair use copy. Nonetheless, it is recommended that the library check 
first to determine whether the work is easily available for purchase 
ar a reasonable price, but some stations do not sell copies of broad- 
cast programs. Thus, libraries that wish to maintain some type of 
film archive must negotiate with Cle broadcaster for permission to 
xake and use the copies. 
An exception permitted under Section 108 allows libraries to 
record purely news broadcasts off tke air. This exception is limited to 
the real news broadcasts and does not include news magazine pro- 
grams such as "20/20", "Dateline", or "60 Minutes." The library may 
make and distribute "a limited number of copies" of news programs. 
In order for a government or agency Brary tc qualify for the Sec- 
tion 108 exemptions, it must meet the three statutory requirements 
of Section 108(a). First, the reproduction must be made without di- 
rect or indirect commercial advan~ge. Second, the library must be 
open to the public or to researchers doing research in the same or a 
similar field; and third, the reproduction nust contain either the no- 
tice of copyright contained on the work or, if there is no such notice, 
it must contain a legend that the work may be protected by copy- 
right. A government library likely meets these requirements. 
Thus, government and agency libraries may qualify for some of 
the exemptions provided in the Copyright Act relating to showing 
acd reproducing documentaries and films, but not ail of them. 8 
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Weill, Peter; Broadbent, Marianne, Leveraging the Mew : specifics of operating systems: network architectures, or 
lafrastrusture: How Market Leaders Capitalize on 4nforma- any exact enumeration of brands or prodzcts. In consid- 
tisa Technologym Boston, W1A: Harvard Business School ering various situations, 'l?e authors identify and devei- 
Press., 1998. 320 p, ISBN: 0-87584-830-3 op specific criteria for assessment and measurement of 
wccess. They recognize that 5lere can be no zbsciutes 
Based on the premise that information technolog in- in terms of strategy for investment o: competitive devel- 
vestments are quite possibly the most impoPant deci- opment. Instead, the work is interspersed with concise 
sions that can be made within an organiza&m, Lmerqg- diagrams and matrices wit'nin which to consider the ca- 
ing the Ne-w inJ"/ast~~~ctuie is a guide h a t  provides a veats of dizerent approaches and nuances of diverse 
framework for managers and technology decision-makers business situations, 
to collectiveiy bezer understand the rcie that IT can piay A Afiindamenzil principle set cut early on in this work 
is that inhrmation techcoiogy investments are made to 
achieve four distinct management objectives. The au&ors 
identify 51ertese as xartsac'Lionz1, infrascncWe, iaformz- 
tional, and strategic. In this section, h e  authors &so 
present the iriea of  ana aging an information tec5nology 
portfolio, in mu& <?e same manner tbat other 5.dsiness 
assets and investments are handed. From there, the XG- 
thors build on these to depict specific examples of suc- 
cesses and fzil:~:es in case studies that they have ccm- 
pleted. f i e  s~bsequerst sec5on deals w:Lq ways in which 
organiza'lions can 'lie their infrastmcture wit5 strategy- 
and bzsiness processes, The final portion or" the work 
presents rrret2obs for manzging tecinnoIcgy investments 
to n;;axirIize vaiue. Tke work is ',%er, well summar~~eC 
with a succicd list of "Top Ten Leadershy Principles", 
that relate bzck tL?e speciac chapters witiiiizin wkch each 
principle is considered. 
to Fmher business operations and precesses. AIthough The coverage of this work is very cantemporary and 
fais work is primarily geared toward fxnctiond depart- appropriate for &e rapidly c5anging world of infomation 
ments traditiona'!Iy ouzAIe the library redm (e.g., senio: access and deliwy. B%iie many sibations presented 
executives, financia! managers G: IT directors), it is by aE here re& largely to companywide processes that are of 
means appropriate for ii'lrary managers and any informa- interest to executives and managers, ii'sraxians and infor- 
tion professional personnei who affect and in3xence mation pfessionaIs will benefit from tL?e treatment of 
ioag-term decisions reiating tg information technciogy specific topics. In particular, 5iese mn be found in the ax- 
imple~e~ta t ion  a d acquisition. As information resourc- Ciors' cansiderztion of e'beczonic commerce, knowiedge 
es produced within and acquired by organizatiors are xanagement, information techno~ogy appraisd aand jxsti- 
made availzble and increasingiy accessed. in electronic - fication, as weil as organizational informatior? pciitics. In 
formats, a book %e Leveraghg the ?d#? In&zWuch6re additioc, this work serves weE li provide 5leoreticzI 
becomes more acd more necessary. gidacce an6 reai life examples of ways in which compa- 
In this work, WeiIi and Broadbent have based t3ek nies have and zre developing their business foc:js and 
assessments and observations on dose to one hzndred practices in lig& of developments and plafiinning fc: infor- 
companies, ifiinduding h~ndreds f xanagex and execc- matior: technolog. 
tives within those firms. This broad-based sample af- 
fords then! the opportunity to recogcize strategies and b j  Roger Ve'canks Skalheck. Skal2cck is eIectyonSc seu- 
trends that have worked tc vaging degrees for partici- vices Iibranm at William A? Conno& Wmhiitgtcrr, @C 
pating companies, while not getting bogged down wit'k He mcry be mzcheli v k  e-mail sat r~Qcu~u@er~bcor f f .  
"This new edition of a standard text is an important contribution to the field from an author 
who has influenced the field for decades." -&thlem J. M. Haynes, University of Oklahoma 
"'Laneaster's second edition brings the high quality of the first edition up to date and 
should serve as an excellent introductory rextbook." -Harold Borko, UCLA 
SECOND EDITION FEATURES 
MULTIMEDIA SOURCES AND THE INTERNET 
Award-winning author F.W. Lancaster has revised his widely used text 
to address growing complexities in the field. Featured in the second 
edition of Indexing and Abstracting in Theo y and Practice: 
New multimedia sources chapter 
New indexing within the Internet chapter 
Updated chapters on text searching, 
automatic processing methods, and the 
future of indexing and abstracting 
Nine updated chapters on basic principles 
and theories 
Modified practical exercises 
In addition to use as a text, Indexing n ~ d  Abstractingin Theory and Practice 
holds value for managers of mformation services and others concerned 
with indexing, abstracting, and a14 related issues of content analysis. 
Science 
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The Annual Special Zbrariacs Associatioc/Arabim books flat were displayed. The MembershipJPR Chak. 
Gnlf Chapter Workshop and Conference was held ir, Man- Kanliler Dashti, YAO $so supervised and staffed the 
m a ,  Lie caphl  of the Sate of Bahain on 22-27 Noirex- booth, used it a arpdate members' information. Book 
ber 1998. The event was an unqualified sxcess. The sdes at the booth s-~.:rpassed all expectztions. The concept 
workshop and conference had a regional flavor with good fo: the booth was appreciated so much C?at it was recom- 
attendance from alI of the GEE Cooperation Co~cd l  coun- 
tries for both events. Attendees praised Lie organizing 
committee of the wsrkshsp and. confermce fcr smooth 
execution and innovation. The accompanyhg conference 
exhibit at;lracted a iarge acwd of information profes- 
sionals and librarians from the Gclf region. 
The pre-conference ~mrkshop was held at the &&an 
Gul! University cn 22-24 Novexher 1998. The mah 
&me of the workshop was "Use of Electronic Utitizies for 
Knowledge Organxatisn." The workshop concentrated cn 
:he latest advances in infcrmation technoiogy for use in 
organizing* cataloging, and indexing to improve liixzry 
maagement. The use of CD-ROM based tools as repiace- 
ment of the printed page was emphastzed as well as 'Lie 
arse of the Inter~et. TYi -5ve  infxmation and l<~rzry pro- 
fessionals attended the workshop. 
The Diplo~at Hotel i~ the mid& of Manana Co-mrer- 
rial Center was the venue of the mak? coSennce <?at :,ok 
place between 25-27 November. R e  theme of the confer- 
ence was "Achiev!:g Exceiie~ce k hforma'Lion Qrganiiza- 
go2 Delivery Strategies for the 21st Century" 'This yez's 
conference conce~Cated on Lie ch&enges f a c e  the infor- 
mation professional and Ebrzia? in Lie era of electrorGc in- 
fornation that- reqv-ires they be well-prepared, ~p to date, 
m d  weE-irfoAmed i? the 5e:d of t~fomat io~? gatherkg azd 
dissemination. The corference foc~sed on the s m s  needed 
'G carry libraries kLo the kventy-%st cenkry. 
A pariel of international speakers specializing in infor- mended by Ike board and cther members :o make a per- 
mation and iibray science delivered a mmber of papers. macent featme in & Ii:~=e Aznisal Conferences. 
The conferecce was a~ended  by 223 information profes- Q:e accompanying exhibitis w8.s idso a good chance 
sionals, librarians, and ex3bitors from the A:abia Gulf for companies to dispIay thex latest ~ro(iucts and innova- 
Region and Europe. The SLA-AGC Annual Banc,uet was tions in tke field of inforxation and library scie~ce-from 
held at the Arabian GuIf University honoring individuals CD-ROM's to Librzy system to subscription agencies to 
~ i h o  have contributed to the success of the SLA-AX. The iibrary secksrity systems. A~endees had Lqeir chance to 
SLA-AGC Busicess Meeting and Elections concladed Lie get acquainted with latest prodxcts in their fieid. 
conference cn Friday 2'7 Xovenber. The central attraction Overall, this SLA-AGC Conference will 5e a mile- 
of the conference this year was the SLA-AGC Bcoth (see stone for m a y  years *io come. The preparation, tke ef- 
photo). Tke booth became 5?e foms point for attendees to fort, and the orgxization paid their dividends in mak- 
meet, register for membership, and purchase Lle §LA ing it a big attraction. % 
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Since 1985, the OCLC TechPro service has heiped hundreds of libraries eliminate their cataloging 
backlogs and keep pace with ongoing cataloging, giving patrons prompt access to materials. 
TechPro offers: 
Customized cataloging and physical processing to 
match your exact specifications 
Cataloging of materials in all bibliographic formats 
and in many languages 
Quality cataloging at prices that can reduce your overall 
cataloging costs 
If you need help getting recently published English language books, 
serials and videos cataloged, but do not need complex editing or exten- 
sive local information added to records, ask about ~Lhe TechPro Basic 
Price Option. This option offers a set price per titie cataloged assuming 
your project- is straightforward and meets certain criteria. h's one more 
way to stretch your cataloging dollars even further. 
Looking for a partner to  keep your cataloging up-to-date? Contact the OCLC TechPro service today. 
/ 1-800-848-5878, ext. 4386 
e-mail: marcia-stout@oclc.org 
i ww.oelc.org 
W h a i  do today's icp-rcrnkinq executives soy were i h e  key components of their success? 
HGw a n  qou master these skil ls to increase success in your career? 
murlti.informalion0~~1ouh.com Information ~utlooh Febroarq 1393 43 
O.Jr szte's Office of Tourism promotes Minnesota. as a 
vaca'lion wonderland. with "thousands of places to stay 
and things to do." But, ask any Miaceso&n where 
they're headed on vacation or just a weekend and you'll 
usually get one of only two destinations, 'To 5?e lake;" or 
"Up north!" For outsiders, given our 15,000 lakes, the 
first destination may seem a little vape ,  and. the second, 
considering our latitxde, ironic. 
To 'onderstar,d the an-wers, one needs to appreciate that 
'Yo the lake" m d  "y nortP describe not so m c h  destina- 
tions, b i~t  a state of being. WXe 
more than haif of Ylnesota's pop- 
ulation Eves in u r b x  xesst xost of 
us consider it an unnamzG exist- 
ence, endwed ody for p q o s e s  of 
cormewce. Any and every excuse is 
taken to escape, if even ordy for a shoz wxkend, to cur 
naa rd  si te,  in both senses of the phrase. 
As a res~lt ,  we redly do have tiiousands of places to 
stay. but most of them are really the same place. It's a 
place with a smail cabin, or maybe a tent, perched on <?e 
edge of a dear, bb~e lake or shimmering streax, surround- 
ed by tall, green pines filled with twittering and w i n g  
birk, and with small. a t e ,  ?my crizers s'aitterhg to md 
fro in ti2e nearby underbmsh. There's not a concrete tower, 
asphalt parking lot, or smoke-bdching diesei for miles. 
The ordy thing dis?dr5ing the tracquiiity is the occasional 
sharp slap of a fish jumping in the w&r or 5ie call ccf a 
loon on the opposi;e s h e  at dawn ar,d sunset. 
There are dozens of state parks, and &~cdreds cf pri- 
vate resofls and czmpgroucds within a ?ew hours drive of 
Minneapolis that meet the description. They ail provide ex- 
cellent places for introverted l i h a h n s  to prepare %:on; cr 
wind d o m  from, the intense mk@img at S L s  conference. 
Of cotrrse, we aren't all introverts, an6 fne conference 
may serve to whet our appetite for nevi vistas and experi- 
ences. I3 that case, there's co better experience than 
heading north on Minnesota's Highway 6 1, made famous 
by car own 335 Dylan's revisitation. 
Leaving the Win Cities, shod side trips from Highway 
61 iead to some of the state's best scenery. State parks, 
inchding interstate, Wild River, St. Craix, Jay Cooke and 
several others are popuiar destinations. -4Ii oCer camp- 
grounds and hiking trails and inciude a m i i  of other ser- 
vices incl~ding bike and canoe r e ~ ~ 1 s ,  mature programs, 
inte~retive xzbits, etc. Minnesota's state parks z e  very 
popular, so if yorr plan on amping you'ii wane to make 
reservations a couple months ahead of F u r  tri?~ Reser- 
vations cac be made by calling 1-883-246-CAWa 
Three bours north of the Twin Cities, approaching Cu- 
lztll, the first glimpses of Minnesota's most spectacbzlar 
sceneTj, the North Share of Lake Superior, come into 
view. Duluth ibeif is a worthy destinatioc. Tile city is of- 
ten likened to a small ?rancisco becmse of 2s scenic 
ilar'bor, h a s  and steep streets. Spectacuiar views sf 5 e  
har'hr and its faxous lift bridge can be seen from SIq- 
Zine Drive. The city 2kes r i d e  in its history as a center of 
transporlzttion. The local raiiroad and maritime mweums 
are vmrtb a visit, as is the public ir~rary, designed to re- 
semble the ore boats that sail Superior. 
From P~iu5'1, for nearly 150 d e s  to the Cacadim bor- 
der, Hig3way 61 hugs Superior's North Shore. SmaE towns 
dot Cle route and their names reveal much about the area. 
Castle Darger, Beaver BEY, Frecch Eve:, PZsen, Grand 
Marais-ezch has its ~ V J E  history and 8.ttrsctions. It's near- 
iy h~oss ib ie  to drive tSs  route w~thout stopping to ex- 
plore t??e zwns and state parks along Cle highway. Water- 
fails at Gooseberry Fa%, Tettegouche, Temperance Ever, 
and Cascade Ever ski2 parks are right on the highway 
and, make great stops for a little leg stretchkg Split Rock 
LigKnouse, with its shear, rock cIkTs Song Tle Pdi- 
sades a n  a favorite sfips 5 r  photographers. 
Near the border, Grand Portage Nztional Monumer,', is 
an excellent site to learn about Minnesotz's early ft;r 
trade and the xea's Native Americans. h d ,  right at the 
bowder, iies Grand PoCige State Park, wifn an easy 
leading to Minneso2.3 highest waterfall and, viev7s of 
Cacada or: the opposite side of the riva. 
Heading back to the 3Nin Cities, especiaily if yoa're 
taveEng with kids: you'il want to take in o%er learning 
oppor2mities by heading inIacd to Xly, MN, or;e of 
Charies Kurault's "perfect $aces," and its Intemztioca: 
Wolf Center. Nearby, Soudan Undergonnd Mine State 
Park and Iran Wodd. Discovery Center in Chisholm, MK 
&@air, ou: ri& mining heritzge. Or, yau mighf want "Lo 
do any of thousands of ot5er things in our g!.orious Nodh 
Country. For mare ideas, check the links zvailable from 
hp://sla99.westgorocp.ccm!. 83 
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Information Otltlsok February 
in jur.e of 1997, the *GW Library Resouxe 
Xchange approached us with a request to install a 
fairly standard search engike on their v~eb site. 
We codd :as$ provide such a service (and did in 
fact) bxt convkced them of the viability of creat- 
ing tools :hat w ~ l d  enable the use of controlled 
vocabular,es in t k  act of s~bject indexing their 
web rescurces, and a t d o g h g  software and 
search interfaces that would allow users to browse 
subject headings m d  authors while searching for 
relevant documerrts. 'EIIS a&ie describes the de- 
velopment of Java-based softwxe to use con- 
trclled vocabuiaries and subject; headings in the 
cataloging of STY! articles on a subject-specific 
legal resources ~ $ 3  site. The goals of that project, 
the took that a m e  oxit of it, and rfie next steps in 
the development pr~xess are desciibed here. 
Too often, special Zbrzies don't get the respect 
they deserve. TEs nnfortunate fact has a long his- 
tory Kowaddys: the web, the Internet and Intra- 
nets, and conqxter-based toois make it easy for 
any urit oQ an o:ga&ttion, such as a team within 
a company or research istitute: or a depwtment 
within a university, to offer the reports and other 
documents they prodwe online in a form of elec- 
tronic "libray." %is practice has become quite 
widespread, and ranstitutes yet another threat to 
the percepiion of C?e librarian's relevance and ne- 
cessity. However, iikxkins have a professional 
approach and visicn that makes it beneficial for 
organizations % irxoke the Library if they m e  
about the %ti:re c.f their pub1ications. 
by John Crosby 
Throughout the process 0:" development, de- 
bare, and enactnent of the Di@A .Millennium 
Copyright .M in the UnZed Stiites, siIver linings 
were not aiv~ays visible within the clouds. How- 
ever, upon hahe r  rsiew, t h ~ r e  are a number of 
positives that special librarians can take from the 
legislation. Most are merely oppoi-hmities to alter 
the direction of t5e Law through the regdatory 
process. But one possibility involves the portion 
that offers a limitation on liability for online ser- 
vice providers {BSPs). This article details the 
somewhat perpiexing and definitely complicated 
new provisions of C?e law. No matter how con- 
fusing they are, special librarians should consid- 
er that the alternative of full exposure to liability 
wodd be far worse. 
En juin 1997, le bxeau de la bibliotheque de 
droit Resource Xckmge nous a ap roches poTx nous 
demander d'installer un aoteur & recherche assez 
standard sur leur site web. Nous aurions pu aishment 
fournir ce service (et i'avons effectivement fait), mais 
nous Ies avons convaincus de la viabait6 de crter des 
out& qui nous ermettraknt d'ctiliser des vocabu- 
laires contr31Cs i n s  ?indexation de leur documenta- 
tion web par matihe ec Se cataloguer ies interfaces de 
logiciel et de recherche i@ pem:$aient a m  utili- 
sateurs de n a v i ~ e r  sur e rerrto;;e thtmatique par 
titre et px auteur tandis qu' s recherchent les docu- 
ments pertinents. Cet ar3.5e denit l'klaboration d'un 
logiciel base sur Java visant & l'empioi de vocabu- 
laires contr816s et d'en-tttes des matibres dans le cat- 
alogage des articles en Iangage HTML sur un site web 
de documentation jmidique specifique a m e  certaine 
matiere. Il discute egaiement des object& de ces pro- jets, des outils qui en sont issus et des prochaines 
etapes dzns Ie processus de I'elaboraticn. 
En junio de 1997, e1 Intexambio de recursos de 
bibliotecas de ley Eamado Law Library Resource 
Xchange nos dirigiO una solicitud para instalar una 
maq~ina de busqueda o 'search enginee en su 'Web 
s:te9. Pcdriamos facilmente proporcionar tal servicio 
(y en hecho lo hicimos) per0 10s convencimos de la 
viabilidad de crear instrumentos que facilitasen el uso 
de vocabularios antroiados hrante la indexacih de 
temas de sus recasos de 'Web', y de catalogar la pro- 
gramatica y 10s interfaces de bkqueda que per- 
mitirim a 10s usaarios a ojez ics titulos de 10s temas 
y autores meneas buscan domnentcs pertinentes. 
Este articldo describe el desanollo de la prcgramatica 
basada en 'Java' para usar vocabularios controlados y 
titutos de temas al catalogar articulos en ei lenguage 
de texto 'HTW en oun 'Web site' de recursos legales 
especificos. Los objetivos de ese proyecto, ios instn- 
xentcs que s&eron de 61, y 10s siguieztes pasos en d 
proceso de desarroilo es+& descritos aqui 
Pop souvent. les S:,b!iotheqces specialistes ne 
sont pas tenues dans ia hzute estime qu'elles 
meritent. De nos 'ours avec le web, Internet et les 
intranets et avec !es o;tils infomatiques, il est plus 
faci!e a n'kporte quelle unite d'une organisation - 
equipe au sein d'une scciete ou d'un institut de re- 
cherche oou departement t une  universite - de 
fournir en ligne sous forme de K bibliotheque )) 8ec- 
tronique ;es rapports el autres documents qu'elle 
produit. C'est une pratique devenue tres repandue 
qul constitue une autre menace a la perception de la 
pertinence e:. de la necessite des bibliothtcaires. 
Toutefois, etant do& i a proche professionnel!e et 
la grande perspicacit6 dej %ibiiot?:kcaires, les organ- 
isations se rendront ccmpte que; si eUes tiennent a 
l'avenir de leurs publications, il l eu  sera profitable 
d'inclure la participation de la biblloth6que. 
Demasiado a zenudc, las bibliotecas especiales 
no se respetan como se lo merecen. Este &echo de- 
safoaunado tiene un historia! largo. Hoy en dia, el 
Web, e! &ternet y ios Intranets e rnstrumentos basa- 
dos en computadoras faciiitan que cudquier unidad 
de una organizacih, como un equipo dentro de una 
compafiia, o instip~to de investigacion o un departa- 
mento dentro de iina universidad, ofrezca 10s in- 
formes y otros domrnentos que prodwen en linea en 
forma de "biblioteca" eiectriinica. Esta practica se ha 
convertido bastante corriente y constituye aun otra 
amenaza mas a la apreciaciiia del sigriificado y la 
necesidad de! bijiiotecario. Sin embargo, ios biblio- 
tecarios tienen cz conceuto y m a  vision que hace 
beneficioso que ias crganizaciones utiiizen a la bib- 
lioteca si les importa el futuro de sus publicacicnes. 
5 s ~ - f :  de g$,:e: i.fs disi;ositicns 
' 4ecdr5c.s ~f.zc:~~: Dijp~sj~icflej d e  
reiztives 2 !a respcnsaSiiite e: iigrie : ccntra reso&jaDiiiaaces en jine3 
&vraiect profir?; aux piofessicrinels - nmfai+.-. 
dL.  ,e,,t!r! d ~GS i r i v i i - ! ~ ~  :zks de .:a 
de )'jr:fg;rcation jg?~rm&6,? 
par John Crosby por John Crosby 
Tcut zi bng &J o essus de l'8aboracion, des 
dkbats et de lapramu?&ion aux EtattUnis de ia loi 
intitulee Di ?a Mrllennzum Cop nght Act sur ia pro- 
xi& integctuelle dans le drnaine des euvres 
$umeriqdes, il n'etkt pas tw~jours fade devoir qu'a 
quelque chose malheur est bon. Twdtefois, apres un 
exarnen plus approfondi, les bibliothCcaires peuvent 
dtgager de ces lois piusieurs aspects positifs. Pour Ia 
plus grande partie, ce n'est qu'une occasion de 
chan er la direction de ':a Ioi par 1e biais du proces- 
sus cf? la r6glementation. Mais il g a une possibiliti 
dms la section qui limite la respcnsabilitt des pr- 
estataires de services en Iigne (Online Sewice Pro- 
viders - OSP). L'article dtcrit en detail les nouvelles 
dispcsitions de la loi qui sent definitivement compii- 
quees et nous laissent: quelque peu perplexes. 
Queues qae dtroutantes que soient ces dispositions, 
ies bibliothecaires specialises devraient considere; 
que !'alternative - se trouver completernent expost 
au risque d'etre ours~ivi pour non-respect du droit 
dlaute-xr - serait tien &e. 
Durante ei proceso de desarrollo, discusion, y 
promulgacion dei decreto de registro de derechos de 
propiedad literaria Uamado Digital ~MiIlenniurn Copy- 
right Act ez 10s Estados Unidos, !as esperanzas no 
eran siempre evidentes. Sin embargo, con una ex- 
aminacion mas profunda, hay iin numero de conclu- 
siones positivas que ios kbiiotecarios especiales 
pueden s a w  de esa legisiacicn. La mayoria son 
oportunidades rneramente para alterar la direction 
de !a ley atraves del proceso reguiatorio. Pero una 
pcsibi!idad impiica ia porcion que ofrece una limit- 
acion sobre ei riesgo de responsabiklad para 10s 
proveedores de senicios en liuea (OSPs). Este 
articulo defalla Izs nuevas dispccisiones, algo confu- 
sas o definitivamente complicadas, de la ley. No im- 
ports io confusas que Sean, 10s bibliotecarios espe- 
ciales deben considerar que ei alternative de estar 
expesto por completo a! riesgo de responsabilidad 
seria mdcho peor. 
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